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ABSTRACT
Baselining Carbon Dioxide Emissions of Las Vegas Metropolitan Area 
Residential Building Sector
by
Abhilasha Wadhwa
Prof. Alfredo Fernandez-Gonzalez 
School of Architecture 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This research aims to baseline the annual energy consumption and resulting carbon dioxide 
emissions from the residential sector of Las Vegas Metropolitan Area. The study institutes an 
operative database of individual energy consumption patterns and also derives the correlation 
between age of dwellings and their consumption. Finally, it evaluates the reductions needed in 
energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions to meet the Kyoto Protocol targets for 2012.
The first part of the research synthesizes electricity and gas consumption data for 2005 
obtained from the respective utility providers. Using this, the latest consumption trends are 
consolidated to create a baseline against which reduction targets can be formulated. The average 
consumption from electricity, gas and total energy use for Incorporated Clark County and the 
three cities- City of Las Vegas, City of North Las Vegas and City of Henderson- is established, 
and compared to national and state averages. Using Geographic Information Systems, ready- 
reference maps are constructed for the 54 zip codes that form the study area, highlighting 
consumption patterns and CO2 emissions of each street within these zip codes and comparing 
them to national and state averages. It is found that 74% of the streets in Las Vegas Metro Area 
have higher electricity consumption than the national average of 10,656 KWH.
The research then explores the effect of dwelling age and size on energy consumption. 
Consumption patterns are studied across a series of Age ranges’ represented by the year of 
construction of dwellings. The entire Las Vegas Metro Area together, as well as each city within 
the study area, is individually analyzed for these patterns. Finally, the average consumption of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
each Age range is compared to the national average for that range. The results of this analysis 
show that dwellings built between 1980-84 consume the largest amount of electricity for the least 
number of dwellings as compared to all other Age ranges. It is also found that pre-1980 dwellings 
in the Las Vegas Metro Area on an average consume 49% more electricity as compared to pre- 
1980 dwellings in the rest of the country.
The second part of the research estimates the target reductions needed from Las Vegas 
Metro Area’s residential sector so as to meet the Kyoto Protocol targets of 7% reductions of 1990 
CO2  levels by 2012. Findings indicate that even if Supply-Side Management initiatives assist in 
reducing state carbon emissions, conservation measures would be needed to reduce present 
average residential consumption by 60% in the next four years in order to keep at par with the 
projected population growth of the valley.
The research presents a useful database for policy makers, designers and home owners by 
identifying energy-intensive hotspots in the valley and establishing concrete reduction targets 
needed in light of the global energy crisis.
IV
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DEFINITION OF TERMS, ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVERSIONS USED
Definition of Terms
1. Age: refers to age of the dwelling unit as derived from its year of construction.
2. Area, Size or Square footage- refers to the constructed square footage of a dwelling unit.
3. Assessor- Clark County Assessor’s Office.
4. ‘Consumption’ refers to annual energy consumption (electricity, gas or both).
5. City of Henderson- refers to the Incorporated City of Henderson as defined by the City 
Government of Henderson (Appendix 3.2).
6. City of Las Vegas- refers to the Incorporated area of the City of Las Vegas as defined by the 
City Government of Las Vegas. Some zip codes fall partially in the City of Las Vegas and 
partially in Clark County, but have been considered to be completely within the city for the 
city-scale analysis. Appendix 3.2 shows the original and redefined zip code boundaries for 
the study.
7. City of North Las Vegas- refers to the Incorporated City of North Las Vegas as defined by the 
City Government of North Las Vegas. Zip code 89115 falls partially in the City of North Las 
Vegas and partially in Clark County, but has been considered to be completely within North 
Las Vegas for the city-scale analysis. Appendix 3.2 shows the original and redefined zip code 
boundaries for the study.
8. Clark County- refers to the area of Clark County which is within the Las Vegas Metropolitan 
Area and is otherwise identified as Incorporated Clark County by the City Government 
(Appendix 3.2).
9. El A- Energy Information Administration, U.S Department of Energy.
10. ERA- Environmental Protection Agency.
11. IPCC- Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
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12. LVMA- Las Vegas Metropolitan Area. This refers to the 54 zip codes considered in this study, 
that lie in the City of Las Vegas, City of North Las Vegas, Incorporated Clark County and City 
of Henderson (Appendix 3.2). It does not include Laughlin, Mesquite and Boulder City.
13. Nevada Power- refers to Nevada Power and Sierra Pacific Power Company, the two main 
suppliers of electricity in Nevada. These two are sister companies and share a common data 
pool for delivered electricity. For this research, they are considered as a single enterprise/ 
data provider and referred to as Nevada Power.
14. SWGC- refers to South West Gas Corporation, the chief suppliers of Natural gas to the Las 
Vegas Metropolitan Area.
15. DU- Dwelling Unit. Indicates one household of any type- Single Family-detached/ attached. 
Condominium, Apartment, Mobile Home etc.
16. Parcel- refers to the numbered plot of land on which the dwelling unit/s is constructed. A 
Parcel may contain more than one dwelling unit.
17. sqft- Total living square foot or constructed square foot of a dwelling unit including garage 
areas (as recorded by Clark County Assessor).
Abbreviations 
GHG emissions; Greenhouse Gas emissions.
Ppmv- parts per million by volume: the number of molecules of a substance per million 
molecules of atmosphere.
Btu- British Thermal Units
KBtu- Thousand British Thermal Units
MBtu- Million British Thermal Units
MMT- Million Metric Tons
KWH- Kilowatt Hour
MWH- Megawatt Hour
t CÜ2 - Short tons (U.S.) of Carbon Dioxide
lb CO2 - pounds (U.S.) of Carbon Dioxide
XX
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KWH/ DU- Average annual electricity consumption per dwelling unit in Kilowatt Hour. 
MWH/ DU- Average annual electricity consumption per dwelling unit in Megawatt Hour. 
KWH/ sqft- Average annual electricity consumption per constructed square foot in Kilowatt 
Hour.
Conversions Used
1 Therm = 100,000 Btu 
1 KBtu = 1000 Btu 
1 MBtu = 1,000,000 Btu 
1 KWH = 3412 Btu
1 Metric ton CO2  = 1.1023 short ton CO2 
1 short ton Carbon = 44/12, or 3.667 short tons CO2 
1 cubic foot of Natural gas = 1,030 Btu 
• 1 Metric ton = 2000 short tons
All conversions taken from Energy Information Administration’s 2004 publication “Unit 
Conversions, Emissions Factors and Other Reference Data ” (1-4).
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Twenty-first century: a time when humans have become critically aware of their role and 
contribution to the larger ecosystems that help to maintain the planet’s equilibrium. From the era 
of ‘conquering nature’, we are transcending to an era of ‘aligning with nature,’ and the present 
generation stands at the threshold of this change. In the last two decades, the goal of 
environmental protection agencies has been redefined to not only protect the health and safety of 
the human species, but also the structure and functioning of ecosystems as a whole. The theory 
that nature maintains an “equilibrium” if not subjected to human interference has been long 
replaced by the goal of finding harmonious ways of interacting with it (Sagoff 236). The fact that in 
the last century this interaction has been far from harmonious, and that human interference has 
caused a substantial change to the earth’s atmosphere resulting in an enhanced greenhouse 
effect (Houghton et al, I FCC Scientific Assessment xi) has been well established for over a 
decade. Global warming is no longer a debate. It is an accepted reality, and a grave one.
In 1990, the global CO2  concentration stood at 353 ppmv^ (Houghton et al, IPCC Scientific 
Assessment xvi), and was estimated at 377.3 ppmv in 2004 (Biasing and Smith) - the highest in 
the last 650,000 years. Various studies, at global as well as national scales, establish the direct 
relationship between economic growth and ecological footprint, attributed to the design of current 
models of economic development (“Living Planet Report 2006 ” 1). In the United States, the 
average American is responsible for 22 tons of carbon dioxide emissions in a single year, six 
times the global average (“Current Situation”). In light of the unstable international political 
situation, the country faces an impending need to bring down its fossil fuel consumption and
 ^parts per million by volume.
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consequent carbon emissions.^ However, despite the fact that the U.S is the second largest 
contributor to CO2 emissions from fossil fuels® (“Living Planet Report 2006” 14), the Kyoto 
Protocol'' was not ratified by the U.S government, and its potential adoption is still debated among 
politicians and academicians. In the recent times, a rise in the number and scale of natural 
catastrophes within the U.S has brought immense media coverage highlighting global warming 
and its repercussions. Large-scale screenings of films such as AI Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth’® 
and Lydia Otto’s The Great Warming’,® alongside mainstream cinema are helping to spread 
awareness among the masses and take the issue beyond select academic and political circles. 
Local initiatives are gaining ground even as national policies remain shy in providing active 
support. The U.S Mayors Climate Protection Agreement'’ (2005) is one such initiative which 
resolves to implement the Kyoto Protocol by urging the federal government and respective state 
governments to “meet or beat” the 7% reduction targets (below 1990 levels) by 2012 (Appendix 
1.1). This initiative has so far been signed by 540 mayors from 50 states across the nation,® 
including Mayor Oscar B. Goodman for the City of Las Vegas and Mayor James B. Gibson for the
 ^Many sources clearly establish the United States’ and the United Kingdom’s ongoing war with 
Iraq to extend beyond war against terrorism, and as being targeted towards obtaining control over 
the world’s second largest proven oil reserves (Paul). In the recent New Hampshire Democratic 
Presidential Candidates Debate, Senator Mike Gravel commented about the “real” price of 
gasoline in the United States to amount to more than $7 per gallon, if one were to count the 
money spent on keeping “..American troops around the world [to keep gasoline price at $3 per 
gallon]” (“New Hampshire Democratic Presidential Candidates Debate”).
® United Arab Emirates is the largest contributor to CO2 emissions from fossil fuels.
''The Kyoto Protocol- signed on 16 Feb, 2005, at the third Conference of Parties in Kyoto, Japan, 
established specific emissions goals for developed countries. According to this agreement, the 
United States is required to reduce its emissions by seven percent below 1990 levels between 
2008 and 2012 (Harris 13).
® Released May 2006.
® Released November 2006.
^The initiative was launched on 16 February, 2005 by Seattle Mayor Gregory Nickels- the same 
day that the Kyoto Protocol came into effect.
® Ason 21 June, 2007.
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City of Henderson (“Participating Mayors”) - two of the sites of this study.® While a commitment to 
the Agreement is a remarkable first step in itself, it is imperative now that quantifiable steps be 
laid out to achieve these goals.
Purpose of Research 
Whv Should We Baseline Carbon Dioxide Emissions Locallv?
Kates and Wilbanks state the importance of local research for estimating carbon emissions. 
They assert that “current ways of relating global climate change to localities are top-down; from 
the global towards the local. [Such studies] begin with climate change scenarios derived from 
global models, even though they have little regional or local specificity” (4). While the importance 
of such models cannot be underestimated, it is necessary that local studies be done which 
accurately baseline energy trends for a region. Along the same lines, the need for a new strategic 
focus for a local to regional carbon reduction that works in combination with top-down' strategies 
is addressed (Shackley et al 6). A ‘bottom-up’ approach, such as the one presented in this work, 
would estimate energy consumption and CO2 emissions from the user’s end and work its way 
upwards. The model presented in this research takes individual dwellings as the base unit, and 
normalizes street level, zip code level, city level and regional level emissions.'® The intent is to 
not only bridge the error between estimates derived from global studies for local regions, but also 
present a more reliable picture for the end users which is specific to their area. The idea being 
that for any individual it is easier to identify himself/herself as a contributor towards carbon 
emissions of his street and zip code, than as a contributor to the planet Earth.
At this point, the relation of individual energy use to carbon dioxide emissions should be 
clarified. Any kind of energy consumption - through the use of electricity, gas, or any other non­
renewable source of fuel - adds carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, through direct or indirect use. 
While it is easy for the average user to understand carbon dioxide emissions from the direct use
® The other areas covered in the study are the City of North Las Vegas and Incorporated Clark 
County, that form a part of the Las Vegas Metro Area.
Here, regional level implies the Las Vegas Metro Area.
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of gasoline in his/her vehicle, most people do not make the indirect connection of the burning of 
fossil fuels, such as coal, or natural gas at power plants to produce the energy that is delivered to 
their home in the form of electricity or gas. Thus, every kilowatt hour of electricity or every cubic 
foot of gas that an individual consumes adds a certain amount of carbon, or carbon dioxide to the 
atmosphere." The amount of carbon generated in the production of a unit of energy is known as 
the carbon coefficient' for that fuel type. This coefficient depends on the mix of various fuel 
sources that energy providers of a particular state use to generate power. Therefore, carbon 
coefficients for electricity, or gas, vary from state to state. For example, in 2003, 28% of energy 
was produced through coal, 29% through natural gas, 37% through petroleum and 7% through 
renewable sources for the state of Nevada'® (“Fact Sheet: Nevada” 1). Consequently, the carbon 
coefficient for Nevada stands at 0.759 short tons of CO2 per megawatt hour'® (tC02/ MWH) 
(“Updated GHG Emissions Coefficients” 4). This means that in the state of Nevada, for every 
KWH of electricity used, 1.52 pounds of CO2 is released into the atmosphere.''' Comparatively, in 
the state of Arizona, 25.4% of energy was produced through coal, 17.4% through natural gas, 
33.6% through petroleum, 18.5% through nuclear and 7% through renewable sources. The 
carbon coefficient for Arizona was 1.05 lbs/ MWH.'®
Based on these state coefficients, and by accurately estimating energy consumption of 
dwellings from their electricity and gas usage, one can then estimate the amount of carbon
"  The molecular weight of CO2 is 44, while the molecular weight of Carbon is 12. Therefore, one 
unit of Carbon is equal to 44/12, or 3.667 units of CO2 . For the purpose of uniformity, this 
research always describes and calculates emissions in terms of short tons, or short pounds, of 
CO2 .
'® such as hydropower, wood, solar, wind, geothermal, and waste materials.
'® 1 MWH = 1000 KWH, 1 short ton = 2000 pounds.
''' The carbon coefficient takes into account electricity losses due to generation, transmission and 
distribution (i.e. it is calculated from ‘Primary energy’). EIA defines Primary energy as the sum of 
the energy directly consumed by end users plus the energy consumed in the production and 
delivery of energy products. The net energy delivered on site’ (i.e. to a dwelling, an office or any 
other establishment) and used by the end-user is known as Site energy.
For both the states mentioned here, while the primary energy source breakdown has been 
stated for the year 2003, the carbon coefficient has been stated for the 1998-2000 period, which 
was the latest available data at the time of this research.
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dioxide that each dwelling adds to the atmosphere.'® However, these emissions do not represent 
the total carbon footprint of an individual or a dwelling, as it does not take into account emissions 
from transportation (road or air travel), or those resulting from the embodied energy of a building 
(such as emissions from the production and transport of construction materials).
Whv Should We Consider the Residential Sector Enerav Use?
In the United States, the building industry accounts for about 43% of total carbon dioxide 
emissions,'® out of which 21% is by the residential sector (Kutscher 53). However, in the state of 
Nevada, residential energy use accounts for 23.4% of the total energy use (“Fact Sheet: Nevada” 
2)- making it 2,4% higher than the national average. Thus, targeting the residential sector is likely 
to reap the largest benefits for reducing carbon dioxide emissions. Another significant reason to 
look at the energy usage in this sector is because of the exceptional housing growth trends 
experienced by this part of the state. Clark County, In particular, is the second fastest growing 
county in the state, in terms of added number of housing units. The rise in housing units in Clark 
County from 2000 to 2006 was 29.2%. 2006 National Census statistics also show that Clark 
County is the 63rd fastest growing county in the nation (“100 Fastest Growing Counties '), out of a 
total of 3141 counties. Between 2000 and 2002, one of the sites of this study- North Las Vegas- 
was estimated to be the second fastest growing city In the United States, with a 17.7% Increase 
In population, while Henderson (also a site of study) was close behind as the third fastest growing 
city, with a 17.3% increase in population in these two years (Bergman). In the City of Las Vegas, 
over 120,000 houses were built between 1990 and 2004, representing 53% of the total existing 
housing units (calculated from census statistics) (“Narrative Profile”). Figure 1.1 shows the urban 
growth trends in the valley since 1907.
'® Thus, in this research, while the estimated energy consumption refers to site energy only, the 
estimated CO2 emissions include primary energy use as well, since the carbon coefficient used to 
derive these CO2  emissions already includes it (refer footnote 14).
'® 5% of this is from the industrial sector, while 17% is from the commercial sector.
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Fig.1.1: Growth Trends in the Las Vegas Metro Area (Acevedo et al).
Whv Should the Relation Between Age and Enerav Use be Investigated?
As will be discussed in Chapter 4, more than 25% of the dwellings in the Las Vegas Metro 
Area were found to be built before 1980.'® According to U.S Census statistics, 28% of dwellings in 
the City of Las Vegas were built before 1980 (calculated from “Data Profile: Las Vegas”). Even 
relatively new cities like North Las Vegas and Henderson have about 26% (“Data Profile: North 
Las Vegas..”) and 11% (“Data Profile: Henderson”), respectively of houses built before 1980. 
Energy Information Administration’s 2001 U.S Household Electricity Report indicates that in the 
southern parts of the country, “new homes tend to use more electricity [than older homes]”. While 
this may not necessarily be the case for the Las Vegas Metro Area, the relation between age and 
energy use will be investigated in this study so that the most cost-effective strategies can be 
ascertained for future initiatives (such as local and regional incentive programs) towards newer 
construction vis-à-vis retrofitting of existing construction. Along the same lines, a thorough 
inventory of consumption trends with respect to age and size of the house has been undertaken 
at the regional scale, so as to establish the relationship between age of the dwelling, its size and 
energy use specific to the Las Vegas Metro Area.
18 The year 1980 is considered a pivot point in this study because it was found from observations 
of the preliminary data collected that houses constructed after this year show the most significant 
difference in consumption patterns from the previous years. This is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Research Questions
In light of the global energy crisis discussed at the beginning of this chapter, this research 
aims to address the following questions:
1. What are the current energy consumption trends in the Las Vegas Metro Area? How do the 
three cities (City of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, Henderson) and Incorporated Clark County, 
compare in terms of energy consumption? What are the consumption trends at the zip code 
scale, and also within each zip code?'®
2. Which zip codes, and the areas within, are the hotspots for energy consumption?
3. What is the relation between the age of a dwelling, its size, and its energy consumption (and 
the resulting carbon dioxide emissions)? How do these trends differ from the national 
forecasts?
4. What should be the target reductions for the Las Vegas Metro Area by 2012 to meet the 
Kyoto Protocol targets? How much reduction in consumption would individual dwellings need 
to achieve to meet these targets?
Most importantly, this research aims to form a ready-reference database for all residents in 
the Las Vegas Metro Area that clearly outlines their individual (dwelling) consumption®® and 
specifies the amount of reductions that each of them needs to make to their current (2005) annual 
consumption in the next four years. By doing so, the research aims to enable individuals to plan 
their resources, such as financial investments that may be needed in future, in a way that can be 
undertaken independent of any mass initiatives.
Finally, by establishing concrete relationships between consumption trends and year of 
construction specific to the Las Vegas Metro Area, the research aims to form a useful database 
for policy makers and planners. Such a database would potentially lead to further investigations 
that address specific questions pertinent to the building industry, such as: What past construction 
trends should be avoided? Should new incentive programs have a specific agenda for dwellings
'® The Las Vegas Metro Area comprises of 57 zip codes, out of which 54 are studied in this 
research (Appendix 3.3).
®® While the research does not present the exact individual consumption due to the nature and 
type of data used, it estimates the average individual consumption within each residential street.
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built before 1980? What land uses and densities are more favorable for energy conservation? 
Given the structure and urban fabric of the Las Vegas Metro Area, can sufficient electricity be 
generated locally by dwellings using active solar systems such as solar photovoltaics?
Taking further the data synthesized by this thesis, a local energy rating system can be 
established that gives an accurate idea about the amount of energy that would be annually used 
by a dwelling. Once established and made common knowledge, such a rating would give home 
buyers ready means to estimate life-cycle costs associated with a property. While many energy 
calculators and simulation software are now on the market to help home owners estimate their 
annual energy consumption and related costs, it has not yet been made compulsory in the United 
States for builders/sellers to display a home’s energy rating outside the property. In many 
European countries, such as the United Kingdom, a number of such rating or scoring' systems 
are already in place, such as NHER (National Home Energy Rating System), BREDEM (Building 
Research Establishment Domestic Energy Model), and the UK Government's own system- SAP , 
or Standard Assessment Procedure. All of these rating systems use a pre-defined scale (for 
example from 1-10, 1-120, or other) to assess a building’s energy efficiency and this is marked 
upfront on the property (“SAP 2001"). This not only becomes a motivating factor for the builder to 
develop more efficient products, but also instills a sense of conservation into the consumer; a 
huge factor in affecting individual energy consumption.
It is hoped that by creating a resource that ascertains accurate local consumption patterns, 
the region can achieve a more integrated approach to conservation measures by bringing 
individuals and policy makers together on the same page.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Before one can make the ambitious attempt of baselining carbon dioxide emissions for an 
entire region, and put forward conclusive figures for target reductions, it is necessary to develop a 
thorough understanding of the current situation in terms of emissions status, national and 
international policy issues, ongoing initiatives, and the time factor at hand to take decisive action. 
Such an investigation would offer clues about areas that lack significant data and hence lay the 
foundation for future research. It is also imperative that past studies done in other regions to 
develop local models for Carbon-counting be studied, so that their strengths and weaknesses can 
then be assimilated to develop a regionally appropriate model for the Las Vegas Metro Area, and 
one that can communicate effectively to the professional as well as the non-professional 
community.
The background research for this study examines three key areas-
1. Current status: studying the scientific assessment of global warming and potential 
energy crisis, the challenges addressed, and the limitations of these studies.
2. Ongoing initiatives to reduce emissions: a study of global, national, and regional 
initiatives and estimating whether they are sufficient as per established forecasts.
3. Similar carbon counting models for dwellings in other cities.
The study of a subject as vast as global warming and the expectant energy crisis can be 
overwhelming if not streamlined for the purposes suited to one’s research. The flowchart shown 
in Fig. 2.1 presents the aspects of global warming and related studies looked at for this research.
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Global Warming and Energy Crisis
Understanding the Phenomena
What is Global Warming? What is the current scientific evidence supporting the occurrence of 
global warming? Why are emissions chiefly measured in terms of CO2 ? This section examines 
the answers these questions.
The energy received from the sun is partially absorbed by the earth and the unabsorbed 
energy is reflected in the form of long wave radiation. Greenhouse gases such as CO2 , methane, 
nitrous oxide, and chloro floro carbons trap this outgoing heat and maintain the overall 
temperature of the earth at 30-35°C higher than what it would have been without these gases.
This phenomenon is known as the natural greenhouse effect (Houghton et al, IPCC Scientific 
Assessment xiii-xiv. par 10). However, scientists have shown concern that human activities may 
be changing the average global climate through an en/vanced greenhouse effect (Houghton et al, 
IPCC Scientific Assessment xiii, par 1). This is defined as Global Warming- “an average increase 
in the temperature of the atmosphere near the Earth's surface and in the troposphere, which can 
contribute to changes in global climate patterns. [It] can occur from a variety of causes, both 
natural and human induced. In common usage, "global warming" often refers to the warming that 
can occur as a result of increased emissions of greenhouse gases from human activities” 
(“Glossary"). Appendix 2.1 shows the carbon cycle diagram explaining the various heat sinks and 
sources of carbon.
In the past two decades there has been considerable debate about the certainty of global 
warming. While many believe that a denial about the situation may largely be politically motivated 
to avoid facing the moral imperative to act (Gore), there are others who still assert that the earth 
follows a natural cycle of warming every 1,500 years and that CO2 changes are in fact, caused by 
temperature changes, instead of the other way around as is now the accepted consensus (Singer 
and Avery 37). The most widely cited and authorized bodies that have documented, reviewed or 
modeled key aspects of global climate-change research until the present date, include the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,^ the National Academy of Sciences, NASA
 ^The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established in 1988 by the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). 
The role of the IPCC has been described as “to assess... information relevant to understanding
11
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies, the U.S Senate Commission on Energy and Natural 
Resources, the U.S Environmental Protection Agency, World Wide Fund for Nature, and national 
environmental assessment agencies of various countries. To date, the following facts have been 
established with complete certainty;
a) Emissions of greenhouse gases due to human activities have been altering the atmosphere 
and are expected to affect the climate (Houghton et al. Climate Change 2001 5).
b) Natural factors have made small changes to Radiative forcing^ in the past century (Houghton 
et al. Climate Change 2001 9).
c) Climate change is occurring with a startling speed.^
However, no study has established the precise future consequences of these emissions. 
Various studies have generated simulation models based on real-time data collected in the last 
quarter of the 20*  ^century (starting from 1978), and state with varying ‘levels of confidence’ their 
estimate of the probable consequences of the now well-established phenomena of global 
warming. Different simulation models predict the estimated rise in global temperatures and 
emissions by the end of this century and their probable impacts on the ecosystems and the planet 
as a whole under various scenarios. The following pages discuss the findings of some of these 
studies.
Studies done at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies have estimated an 
approximate increase of 0.2 °C per decade in the past 30 years, and found it to be “..similar to the 
warming rate predicted in the 1980’s in initial global warming simulations..’’ (Hansen et al 14288, 
par 1). Another study done by the U.S Senate Commission on Energy and Natural Resources in 
1988 simulated global temperature change for the last 40 years considering three scenarios with
the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change, its potential impacts and options for 
adaptation and mitigation” (“About IPCC”).
 ^As defined by the IPCC Third Assessment Report- Climate Change 2001, Radiative forcing “is a 
measure of the influence a factor has in altering the balance of incoming and outgoing energy in 
the Earth-atmosphere system, and is an index of the importance of the factor as a potential 
climate change mechanism. It is expressed in Watts per square meter (Wm‘ ^)” (5).
® National Academy of Sciences states that “ ...roughly half the North Atlantic warming since the 
last ice age was achieved in only a decade” (qtd. in Romm 16).
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various permutations of likely possibilities. Scenario B was described as “the most plausible” and 
was believed to have followed closely to real-world GHG climate forcing.® Fig. 2.2 shows the 
computed global surface change for these three scenarios. Not surprisingly, 2005 was marked as 
the warmest year of the century (Hansen et al 14288, par 3).
Fig. 2.2: Annual Mean Global Temperature Change (qtd. in Hansen et al 14289).
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The study described Scenario A as “on the high side of reality” assuming rapid exponential 
growth of GHGs and not including any large volcanic eruptions in the next half of the century. 
Scenario B was described as “ the most plausible” showing a moderate increase in the rate of 
GHG emissions and including three large volcanic eruptions. Scenario C was described as “a 
more drastic curtailment of emissions than has generally been imagined, assuming a stop in the 
increase of GHG emissions after 2000 (qtd. in Hansen et al 14289).
® IPCC Third Assessment Report states that, “Changes in climate occur as a result of both 
internal variability within the climate system and external factors (both natural and 
anthropogenic). The influence of external factors on climate can be broadly compared using the 
concept of radiative forcing. A positive radiative forcing, such as that produced by increasing 
concentrations of greenhouse gases, tends to warm the surface. A negative radiative forcing, 
which can arise from an increase in some types of aerosols (microscopic airborne particles) tends 
to cool the surface. Natural factors, such as changes in solar output or explosive volcanic activity, 
can also cause radiative forcing. Characterisation of these climate forcing agents and their 
changes over time is required to understand past climate changes in the context of natural 
variations and to project what climate changes could lie ahead” (5).
13
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Having established the rising global temperature anomalies over the last century, scientists 
further looked into the exact relationship of these anomalies to human activity. Simulated 
temperature trends showing the effect of natural forcings® and anthropogenic forcings separately 
help us to understand the impact of human-induced temperature change. These trends are also 
compared to real-time temperature observations to ascertain the accuracy of predictions 
(Appendix 2.2).
The connection between greenhouse gases and temperature began to be established early 
in the 19*® century as scientists looked for an explanation for the possible cause of ice ages 
(Weart). In 1934, one of the first articles was published by British meteorologist Guy S. Callendar: 
“The Artificial Production of Carbon Dioxide and Its Influence on Temperature”. Based on data 
collected between 1880 and 1934 at 200 weather stations spread across the globe, Callendar 
concluded that the earth’s temperature had risen by 0.6 degree Celsius since 1880 and linked 
these warming trends to CO2 released due to combustion of fossil fuels. He also predicted an 
additional 1.1 degree Celsius rise over the next century (Long 10). In 1958, Charles D. Keeling 
managed to record a relatively accurate baseline level of atmospheric CO2 without the 
fluctuations posed by differences between stations. However, it would not be until 1970’s that
Any existing scientific evidence is speculative to the point that none of the models claim to 
account for all the varied and complex phenomenon taking place in the earth’s geological and 
biological history with complete certainty.
 ^Why is CO2 the most important greenhouse gas and why are emissions measured chiefly in 
terms of CO2 ? In its First Assessment Report published in 1990, IPPC established that the 
atmospheric lifetimes of gases are determined by their sources and sinks in the planet’s 
ecosystem, and gases such as CO2 stay in the atmosphere for centuries after the emissions have 
been curbed. Therefore, “even if all human-made emissions of CO2 were halted in the year 1990, 
about half of the increase in CO2  concentration caused by human activities would still be evident 
by the year 2100” (xvii), and a quarter of the CO2 will stay in the atmosphere for more than 500 
years, or practically “forever” (Hansen, “A Threat to the Planet”). Thus, while some gases may 
have the ‘potential’ to absorb more radiation and hence cause more warming than CO2 (known as 
the Global Warming Potential, or GWP of a gas-measured relative to CO2 ), their ability to stay in 
the atmosphere, or eventually convert to CO2 determines their importance as a greenhouse gas. 
However, this estimate of the atmospheric lifetime of a gas varies due to its complex sources and 
sinks in the ecosystem (Appendix 2.1).Thus, while methane (CH4 ) has a warming effect 21 times 
more than that of CO2 , its atmospheric lifetime is only 8.6 years as most of it will eventually 
convert to CO2 or water (“Greenhouse Gases” 22). On a similar note, while water vapor is the 
most abundant greenhouse gas, CO2 and CH4  are more significant as they absorb outgoing infra­
red radiations of particular wavelengths and hence reduce the amount of heat lost into space 
(Uherek). Appendix 2.3 shows a list of various greenhouse gases, their atmospheric lifetime and 
GWP.
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rising global temperature would be looked at as a negative rather than a welcome phenomena 
(Weart). Taking Keeling’s work further, scientists have been studying the direct relationship 
between CO2 and temperature changes by comparing trends in CO2  fluctuations to temperature 
variations for the last 650,000 years,® and suggest that an increase in CO2 is perceptibly followed 
by a rise in global temperature (Fig. 2.3(a)). Such data from thousands of years prior to present 
date helps to assess temperature trends over glacial-interglacial periods and hence increase the 
accuracy of predicting trends for the coming centuries. Recent studies have also found a direct 
spatial correlation between lower tropospheric temperature trends for the period 1979-2001 to 
anthropogenic surface CO2 emissions in combination with other anthropogenic surface processes 
such as changes in land use, soil moisture, ground water levels or energy consumption (De Laat 
and Maurellis 897). Needless to say, these studies have established the fundamental ground 
work in our understanding of human-induced effects on the climate and reinforce the need for 
controlling anthropogenic GHG emissions that add to positive radiative forcing. The following 
section describes the current status of CO2  levels at global, regional and local scales (as far as 
available), the projected estimates for the next century, the global climate forecast, and proposed 
reduction models.
The latest (2005) results from the EPICA core (European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica) 
have now extended the data from 450,000 year-old air samples collected from Vostok to 650,000 
years and confirm that “the relationship between climate and CO2  that had been deduced from 
the Vostok core appear remarkably robust..” (“650,000 Years”). Extraction of air bubbles trapped 
in ice buried thousands of feet below ground has been widely used as a method by scientists to 
estimate the CO2  contents in the atmosphere of that time.
15
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Fig. 2.3(a): Comparative Trends in Atmospheric CO2 and Global Temperature (“CO2 and 
Temperature”).
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Current Emissions Status, Forecasts and Proposed Reduction Models 
As mentioned in Chapter 1 (par 2), and shown in Fig.2.3 (a) and (b) above, the global CO2  
levels have increased from 280 ppmv since 1900 to 378 ppmv as recorded in 2004 (Houghton et 
al xvi, Climate Change 1990; Biasing and Smith) and are estimated to be the highest in the last 
450,000 years. Based on the statistics available, EIA states that “levels of greenhouse gases 
have increased by about 25 percent since large-scale industrialization began around 150 years 
ago” (“Greenhouse Gases, Climate Change, and Energy, par 1”). Fig.2.4 shows trends in global 
atmospheric concentrations and anthropogenic emissions published by the Carbon Dioxide 
Information Analysis Center at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee. It is apparent
Fig. 2.4: Trends in Atmospheric Concentrations and Anthropogenic Emissions of CO2  
(“Greenhouse Gases, Climate Change, and Energy”).
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that anthropogenic emissions showed an exponential rise with the onset on industrialization 
during mid-twentieth century.
Let us now look at the individual contribution of various countries towards global CO2 
emissions. Fig. 2.5 shows the distribution of CO2 emissions for 2005, 1750-2005, overall
17
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Fig. 2.5: Global Emissions Status (Hansen, “A Threat to the Planet).
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contribution to global warming, and 2003 fossil fuel CO2  emissions per person (Hansen, "A Threat
to the Planet”).
It is noteworthy that the U.S comprises 4.6%, or roughly one-twentieth of the world’s 
population (“Population Clocks”), and is responsible for more than a quarter of current global 
warming. As is shown in Fig. 2.5 (d), the world annual average is about one ton of carbon per 
person, while the U.S average is close to 5.5 tons of carbon per person. Combustion of fossil 
fuels account for more than 98% of U.S CO2 emissions (“Carbon dioxide Emissions”) and the U.S 
continues to be the largest single national source of fossil fuel-related CO2  emissions in the world 
(Marland et al). While the Kyoto Protocol had set a very modest target of 7% reductions to 1990 
levels by 2012 and remains unratified by the U.S to date, U.S emissions were already 15% above 
1990 levels at the beginning of 2000 (Victor 4). Fig. 2.6 (“Environmental Indicators”) indicates that 
by 2005, CO2  emissions in the United States had risen from 5 billion metric tonnes in 1990 to 5.9 
billion metric tonnes by 2005- an increase of 18%. EIA 2005 Annual GHG Emissions reports puts 
this figure at 20.4% for all anthropogenic CO2 emissions.
18
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Fig. 2.6: United States CO2  Emissions from Energy Consumption (“Emissions of Greenhouse 
Gases 2005”).
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Simulation models have been generated by scientists offering projections about CO2 
emissions and the possible temperature changes for the next century. While the consequences 
that the planet might face as a result of these are still debated within the scientific community and 
are considered a calculated guess at best, It cannot be argued that humans as a species are 
growing exponentially and consuming resources at a rate faster than the planet can regenerate.® 
Even more alarming is the forecast that we are close to running out of time if we are to effectively 
change the course of these emissions and prevent a permanent and drastic alteration of the 
climate system. Dr. James Hansen, Director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies 
stated in 2006 that we have at the most ten years, “to fundamentally alter the trajectory of global 
GHG emissions” and cap global temperature change by 2100 to within 1°C, as opposed to 3°C
There are two parameters chiefly used to measure the Impact of human intervention on the 
natural ecosystems. One of them is the measure of the amount of CO2  added to the atmosphere 
and the other is a calculation of the Ecological Footprint-“the measure of humanity’s demand on 
the biosphere in terms of the area of biologically productive land and sea required to provide the 
resources and absorb the generated waste” (“Living Planet Report 2006” 2). Appendix 2.4 shows 
the 2003 Ecological Footprint per person, by country. The Ecological Footprint for United States 
stands at 9.6 global hectares (gha) per person (the second highest in the world after United Arab 
Emirates), while the global biocapacity is 1.8 gha/person (21). In other words, the United States 
uses the resources equivalent to five planet earths.
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predicted under the business-as-usual scenario. This would require capping CO2 levels at about 
475 ppmv (Hansen, “A Threat to the Planet”).
Although the climate change forecasts are chiefly scientific speculation, the warnings offered 
by them are worth looking into simply due to the extent and nature of risks involved. The aim of 
this research is not to prove or disprove any of the findings of these studies, but simply refer to 
them as the basis for identifying a need for baselining current emissions locally. IPCC’s Special 
Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) published in 2000, established seven key scenarios for 
predicting GHG emissions by 2100, based on different permutations of likely population growth, 
economic growth, technological advancement and implementation, and changes in sources of 
energy production and environmental initiatives. The estimated CO2 concentration and emissions 
for these scenarios are shown in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 (qtd. in Houghton et al, “Climate Change 
2001” 65). The estimates derived from these scenarios, coupled with the relation between CO2 
and temperature change inferred in Fig.2.3(a) has led scientists to predict a climate change of 3- 
5°C by the end of this century under a business-as usual scenario (Hansen et al 14292), which 
would possibly trigger other related changes within the earth’s biome. A summary of these 
forecasts presented by Dr, James Hansen during his lecture for the 2007 Global Emergency 
Teach-in^° and during his testimony given in the case of the Association of International 
Automobile Manufacturers et al vs. the Secretary of Vermont, Agency of Natural Resources et al 
with regard to climate change in August 2006 (Beck) is presented below:
• Under the “Business-as-usual” scenario, CO2  concentration is expected to reach 560 ppmv 
by 2050.
• Under the “Business-as-usual” fossil fuel use, the expected rise in global temperature by the 
end of this century is likely to be 3-5°C.
• This rise in temperature is likely to cause an extinction of some 50% of animal species 
existing today.
On 20"" February, 2007 , this interactive live webcast organized by Architecture 2030 (a non­
profit, independent organization) connected thousands of people around the world to increase 
awareness about the climate crisis and address the impending need to include sustainable 
practices specifically in the building community (“The 2010 imperative”).
20
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• A multiple positive feedback due to this temperature change may cause ice sheet 
disintegration to an extent that sea levels may potentially rise up to 6 meters.
Fig. 2.7: Projections for CO2 Concentrations by 2100 for the Seven Main Scenarios Modeled By 
IPCG’s Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (Houghton et al, “Climate Change 2001” 65; “Vital 
Change Graphics” 14).
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Fig. 2.8: Projections for CO2 emissions by 2100 for the seven main scenarios modeled by IPCC’s 
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (Houghton et al, “Climate Change 2001”).
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Description of Scenarios:
A1 Storyline commonalities: Global population peaks mid-century, declines thereafter.
A1B: Energy production achieved through a balance between fossil-intensive and non-fossil 
energy sources.
A IT: Energy production achieved largely through non-fossil energy sources.
A1 FI : Energy production achieved largely through fossil-intensive sources.
A2: Continuously increasing population with regionally oriented economic growth, slower 
technological changes.
81: Global population peaks mid-century, declines thereafter; global deployment of environmental 
sustainability and resource-efficient technologies.
82: Continuously increasing population but slower than A2; regionally oriented economic growth, 
less rapid economic growth than A1 and 81 storylines.
IS92A: Assumes global population to reach 11.3 billion; economic growth continues at 2.3%-2.9% 
per annum; no active steps taken to reduce emissions (’’Vital Climate Graphics” 7). This scenario 
is generally regarded as the 8AU (business-as-usual) scenario.
Let us now look at the extent of reductions needed to ensure that these forecasts do not 
become a reality, if the U.S is to now consider adopting the Kyoto Protocol targets and take 2005 
as the baseline year, then achieving 7% reductions of 1990 levels would actually mean achieving 
about 21% reduction of 2005 le v e ls .B y  the time this work is published, two more years would
11 Taking emissions figures from Fig. 2.6, 7% reduction of 5 billion metric tonnes = 0.35. Thus, 
2012 target would be 5 - 0.35 = 4.65 billion metric tonnes. This means 2005 emissions would 
need to be reduced from 5.9 to 4.65 = about 21.2% reduction.
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have passed and in 2008, the U.S would be close to 23% increased CO2  emissions since 1990- 
considering an average 1.2% rise per year (“Emissions of Greenhouse Gases 2005” 13). Using a 
simple equal division, this would imply a 4.6% annual reduction in national emissions to meet the 
Kyoto Protocol targets by the end of 2012. However, it must be pointed out that these are short­
term targets laid down by the Protocol to instigate countries into participation, and cannot be 
considered sufficient for long-term reductions to alleviate the possible repercussions of global 
w arm ing.Pacala and Socoiow assert that to stabilize CO2 concentration at 475 ppmv by 2100 
would require limiting world CO2  emissions to about 7 GtC (billion metric tonnes of carbon) per 
year for the next 50 years. They further argue that to achieve this, both developing and developed 
countries would need to limit their emissions to 60% between 2004 and 2050. To depict this 50- 
year emissions reduction target, they plot the BAU projections and the reduction projections as a 
‘Stabilization Triangle’ (shown in Fig.2.9). “Stabilization is represented by a “flat” trajectory of 
fossil fuel emissions at 7 GtC/year, and BAU is represented by a straight-iine “ramp” trajectory 
rising to 14 GtC/year in 2054” (968). The resultant Stabilization Triangle has an area of 175 GtC, 
and is divided into seven smaller “wedges”, each having an area of 25 GtC. They further propose 
various mechanisms ranging from “energy efficiency, from the decarbonization of the supply of 
electricity and fuels by means of fuel shifting, carbon capture and storage, nuclear energy, and 
renewable energy), and from biological storage in forests and agricultural soils” (969), that can 
each displace 25 GtC. Taking the same model further for U.S emissions, Kutscher estimates that, 
“Accounting for a projected business-as-usual 1.2% U.S carbon growth rate, this will require the 
United States to displace about 55 GtC, or about two wedges, of carbon emissions over the next 
50 years. This means an average carbon displacement rate of 1 GtC per year, which is two-thirds 
of our current emission rate”^^  (32). In reference to the various mechanisms hypothesized by 
Pacala and Socoiow, Kutscher asserts that the first priority should be to address “opportunities to
The emission reductions for 2012 are only the first targets of the Protocol. The next steps in 
reduction are expected to be laid down through a new treaty with larger scope (Weller et al 46).
Kutscher further states that this “is approximately equivalent to displacing a typical 500- 
megawatt (MW) U.S coal plant every week for the next 50 years [and] even with such large 
reductions, [U.S] per capita emissions, now at five times the world average, would still be twice 
the world average” (32).
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improve energy efficiency, especiaiiy at the point of end use.” IPCC’s final draft of the Fourth 
Assessment Report- that focuses on Adaptation and Mitigation (to be released in Oct 2007) - 
states that there is a global potential to cost-effectively reduce approximately 29% of the 
projected baseline emissions by 2020 in the residential and commercial building sector alone; the 
highest among all sectors studied in the report (Levine et al 5).
Fig. 2.9: The ‘Stabilization Triangle’ Proposed by Pacala and Socoiow for GHG Emissions’ 
Reduction Planning (969).
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Factors Affecting Anthropogenic Emissions in the United States and the Role of Various Sectors.
As mentioned above, 2005 was recorded as the warmest year of the century. In the United 
States alone, a direct impact of this was seen in energy consumption. According to Energy 
information Administration (EiA) statistics, in 2005 cooiing degree-days increased by over 13% -  
putting upward pressure on air-conditioning requirements and the residential sector’s electricity- 
related emissions rose by 3.2% (“Eiectric Power Annual”). One can therefore say that a ‘positive 
feedback ioop’ is in piace; increasing global temperatures are resulting in more demand for 
cooiing energy, which adds more greenhouse gases to the atmosphere, in turn raising the 
temperatures further. EIA states that the GHG emissions of United States come mostly from 
energy use (82%), (“Greenhouse Gases, Climate Change, and Energy”, par 8) and that the 
factors that influence growth in CO2 emissions are the same as those that drive increases in 
energy demand- chiefly driven by:
a) Population and economic growth (and resultant lifestyle changes),
b) Type of fuel used for electricity generation, and
c) Weather patterns affecting heating and cooling needs.
The 2005 EIA report on the Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in U.S states that the residential 
and commercial sectors accounted for about 39% of all U.S GHG emissions (15). Contributions of 
other sectors are shown in Fig. 2.10. Fig. 2.11 shows the distribution of CO2  emissions 
(generated from energy consumption) by end-use sector as well as source of generation.
Fig. 2.10: United States GHG emissions’ Distribution by Sector (created from “Emissions of 
Greenhouse Gases 2005” 15-16).
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Fig. 2.11: U.S CO; Emissions’ Distribution by Sector (“U.S 2002 CO2 Emissions”).
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However, if eiectrical iosses and embodied energy are taken into account then the Buiiding 
Sector is estimated to use about 48% of aii power-piant generated electricity, and if aii building 
operations including annual embodied energy of buiiding materiais and the energy used to 
construct buiidings in the industriai sector are taken into account, then building operations are 
estimated to use 76% of aii power-piant generated eiectricity (Fig.2.12) (“The Buiiding Sector”).
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Fig. 2.12: Contribution of Buiiding industry to U.S Energy use (“The Buiiding Sector”).
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Let us now iook at Nevada State statistics for energy consumption, with a focus on residentiai 
consumption. As can be seen in Fig.2.13, in 2004, residentiai energy use accounted for 23% of 
total energy use in Nevada (159 out of 694 trillion Btu); 2% more than the national distribution.
However, the State Eiectricity profiies for 2005 show that Nevada’s residentiai retail sales for 
2005 were 11,080 thousand MWH, while total retail sales for all sectors were 32,501 thousand 
MWH. The resultant CO2 emissions from the Electric Power Industry were 28,609 short tonnes of
Fig. 2.13: 2004 Nevada Energy Distribution by Sector (created from “State Energy Profiies”).
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COz (“State Electricity Profiles 2005” 144). This means that residential electricity use accounted 
for about 34% of total eiectricity use. Putting Las Vegas Metro Area (LVMA) residential electricity 
consumption into perspective from data obtained directly from Nevada Power for this study 
(Neuweiier), it is seen that LVMA accounted for 76% of the residentiai consumption in Nevada 
(8,428 thousand MWH), which also amounts to 26% of the total electricity consumption in 
Nevada. In other words, eiectricity consumed by LVMA residential sector is responsible for about 
a quarter of the total CO2 produced from electricity generation in Nevada.
Ongoing Initiatives to Reduce Emissions 
The Energy Information Administration frequently documents factors that affect the growth of 
energy use in the building sector, in a report presented at the Summer Study on Energy 
Efficiency in Buiidings in 2000 (Battles and Burns), it was remarked that since 1980, two main 
trends have been apparent in buiiding energy use; a) energy efficiency of buiiding and equipment, 
and b) fuei-mix shift in the electrification of energy use. The management of these two spheres 
that directly affect CO2 emissions from energy use in buildings is generally classified as Demand- 
Side Management (DSM) and Suppiy-Side Management (SSM). Energy efficiency programs 
targeted towards reducing consumption at its end-use come under DSM programs, while policies 
and programs that aim towards producing energy through less carbon intensive means (such as 
renewable sources, or nuclear power) are regarded as SSM programs. The main focus of this 
thesis is to assist future DSM programs by baselining consumption at the user end. This section 
describes ongoing national and state DSM and SSM initiatives.
Supplv-Side Management initiatives 
Fig. 2.14 shows the Primary Energy sources for electric power generation in Nevada. It can 
be seen that Natural gas and Coal account for 92.3% of electricity generation in Nevada. 
Consequently, the carbon coefficient for electricity generation for Nevada for 2001 was 0.759 
tonnes CO2 per MWH, which is higher than 32 of the 50 states. These coefficients are calculated 
by the Energy information Administration for each state on the basis of the type and amount of 
fuel source used for energy generation (“Updated State Coefficients 2000” 4). However, as of
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2001 Nevada has committed to an aggressive policy for Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), 
with a target of generating 20% of eiectricity for the state through renewable technologies by 
2015 (“Energy Portfolio Standard”). Fig. 2.15 shows the targeted addition of renewable sources 
for electricity generation for Nevada up till 2015 (Benjamin), if these targets materialize as 
planned, then the CO2 emissions from electricity generation and hence the state carbon 
coefficient would go down, independent of the success of conservation efforts undertaken by 
DSM programs.
14
Fig. 2.14: 2005 Electric Power Net Generation by Primary Energy Source for Nevada (created 
from “State Eiectricity Profiies 2005” 143).
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“The RPS is a policy that requires retail suppliers of eiectricity (otherwise referred to as 
loadserving entities, or LSEs) to meet a specific portion of their energy supply needs with eligible 
forms of renewable energy. RPS policies are generally designed to maintain and/or increase the 
contribution of renewable energy to the eiectricity supply mix” (Wiser et ai 7).
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Fig. 2.15: Anticipated Increase in Renewable Sources for Electricity Generation in Nevada 
(Benjamin).
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Demand -Side Management initiatives 
This section describes the various aspects of the Nevada State Energy Conservation Plan 
(NECP) endorsed by Governor Gibbons (date of release unknown) that formulates Nevada’s 
energy conservation goals (“Nevada Energy Conservation Plan”). The Plan is divided into two 
main parts:
• Public Conservation Programs including State and Local Government Energy initiatives.
• Private Conservation Programs including Utility Provider, Business and Industry, and 
Residentiai initiatives.
The Public Conservation Programs involves various government agencies that manage 
different programs from policy making scale to individual conservation promotion:
1 ) State Government Conservation initiative: directs state government through policy and
issuance of order; manages media and Public Service Announcements (PSA's) for education 
and awareness.
2) Nevada State Energy Office Programs: facilitates the Building sector to achieve energy 
efficiency for new as well as existing construction by promoting adoption of buiiding energy 
codes, offering design and construction training to builders and individuals, and providing 
information about energy efficiency measures to home owners.
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3) Public Utility Commission Reliability Enhancement Programs; “The Public Utilities 
Commission has established load curtailment tariffs that provide financial incentives for 
customers to shed load during peak load periods.” The curtailment tariffs called “conservation 
tariffs” were approved by the Commission and made available to customers in Sierra Pacific 
and Nevada Power’s control areas^® (5, par 1). The Nevada Power website lists this program 
as Time of Use (TOU) Residentiai Rates rewards.
4) Federal Grants and Programs Administered by State Government: “The Weatherization 
Assistance Program (WAP) provides funds for low income households to pay for 
weatherization expenses. The Low income Home Energy Assistance (LIHEA) program is a 
federal program that provides assistance to low income individuals and households for 
heating expenses” (5, par 5-6).
No data could be found at the time of this research that documented the final reach of these 
programs or the estimated amount of CO2 emissions saved since the time of their inception.
The Private Conservation Programs listed under NECP are programs administered by or for 
private companies such as Nevada Power, Southwest Gas etc.
1. Utility Providers’ Initiatives:
a) Sierra Pacific Power/ Nevada Power: The “Take Control” program is intended to provide 
energy conservation information and translate it into practical choices for consumers (6). 
This includes the Home Conservation Rebates offered by Nevada Power for Energy Star 
Lighting and Appliances (rebates on Compact Fluorescent Lamps and other appliances 
through select suppliers). Air-conditioning rebates (cash incentives from $140 to $1625 to 
customers for installing high efficiency central air-conditioners through participating 
contractors). Solar rebates (rebates on installation of solar PV systems @ $3 per watt 
toward the installation of a residential or small business PV system, with a maximum of 
$15,000 for residentiai installation; there is a waiting list of 12-18 months for this program), 
free installation of web-based programmable thermostats (Cool Share/ Cool Credit 
program). Efficient Pool Pump rebate ($100-$200 cash rebates for installing efficient pool
a detailed description of control areas’ could not be found at the time of this research.
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pumps), Refrigerator Recycling ($30 cash rebate and free pick-up), and Home 
Conservation Training (organizing local educational events) (“Home Conservation 
Rebates”).
b) Southwest Gas Corporation: provides conservation information to consumers through their 
website and phone line (6).
c) National Propane Gas Association: provides conservation information to consumers 
through their website and phone line (6).
2. Business and Industry Initiatives: Committees formed by Nevada Resort Association have set 
a goal of 20% reduction^® in energy usage (7). No other information could be found about this 
initiative.
3. Residential Initiatives: These include aii other small and large initiatives going on within the 
state such as those undertaken by private organizations such as Wal-Mart, or not-for-profit 
organizations such as the Sierra Club. However, an exhaustive compilation of all such 
organizations and activities is not undertaken here.
Again, as in the case of Public Conservation programs, there is no reliable data documenting 
the extent of their outreach or any measurement of the amount of CO2 emissions saved by the 
state as a result of these programs.
Other poiicy-levei initiatives include the U.S Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement signed by 
City of Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman and City of Henderson Mayor James Gibson, under 
which these cities commit to a) strive to ‘meet or beat the Kyoto Protocol targets of 7% reduction 
of 1990 levels by 2012, b) urge the U.S. Congress to pass the bipartisan greenhouse gas 
reduction legislation, which would establish a national emission trading system (“U.S Mayor’s 
Climate Protection Agreement”). It should be noted that this agreement does not commit the cities 
for mandatory reductions.
A noteworthy initiative launched by the International Council for Local Environmental 
Initiatives (ICLEI), is the Cities for Climate Protection Campaign (CCP), that “assists cities to 
adopt policies and implement quantifiable measures to reduce local greenhouse gas emissions.
16 the reduction baseline adopted by the committees could not be found during this research.
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improve air quality, and enhance urban iivabiiity and sustainability” (“Cities for Ciimate 
Protection”). The CCP campaign is structured around five 'milestones', namely 1 ) baselining of 
local emissions, 2) adoption of emission reduction targets, 3) development of local action plan, 4) 
implementation of policies and measures, and 5) monitoring and verification of results. ICLEi 
partners directly with city governments to assist them with technical know-how to help achieve 
these five milestones.
Limitations
On the basis of the data studied for ongoing state initiatives, it can be said that although there 
are a number of well-intentioned initiatives ranging from poiicy-ievei to individual outreach through 
utility providers in place, none of these seem to be quantifiable in terms of their target 
achievements. In other words, there is no way of estimating how much reductions would be 
achieved, or in how much time, or if these reductions are good enough by globally recognized 
reduction targets. Moreover, none of the initiatives provide an easy-reference picture to 
consumers about their current emissions status, or the general efficiency of their home in 
comparison to state and national averages. While the purpose of the first milestone' laid down by 
the CCP campaign aims to address these issues, no such model is currently in place for LVMA.
Previous Carbon-counting Models 
in order to develop a functional model which estimates CO2 emissions of an area with 
reasonable accuracy, it is necessary to look at previous studies done of a similar type and 
understand the nature of the problem, predict possible downfalls during development of 
methodologies, and finally establish the limitations and scope of the final product.
At the time of this study, no local models at the scale that this study attempts to go into were 
found for carbon counting within the United States. While the ‘1 Degree by 1 Degree’ method 
(Andres et al) is somewhat similar in scale (a global mapping of CO2 emissions on a 1 degree 
latitude and 1 degree longitude grid is done) in its attempt at mapping regional emissions, the 
scope of that study is not at aii about end-use consumption patterns, as it maps the geographic 
patterns of carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel burning, hydraulic cement production and
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gas flaring, thus lying outside the scope of this study which is limited to residentiai energy 
consumption by end user.
Three studies developed in different parts of Europe were identified and studied to gain 
background information about the kind of data that can be tapped and utilized to create an 
effective model. These studies (and the models developed by them, if any) were analyzed in 
terms of:
1. Scale (global, regional or local)
2. Relevance (while certain models may share the same scale and type of data, their end goals 
may be very different)
3. Methodology
4. Scope (pertaining to broader applications for future research as well as ease of replication for 
other regions)
5. Data and its limitations (for example, whether the type of data used in that study could be 
obtained for LVMA)
6. Accuracy (of the end-resuits)
7. Presentation methods
1. Solar Citv Model: Dundee. Scotland (Morrison)
The first model studied was The Feasibility of the Solar City Approach to Achieving 
Renewable Energy Generation and Carbon Emission Targets from the Domestic Sector’, 
developed for the city of Dundee, Scotland in 2005. The main aim of this study was to find if the 
urban residentiai areas of Dundee were suitable for generating enough solar energy so as to be 
able to achieve the Kyoto Protocol target reductions. The abstract of the M.Sc thesis that 
generated this model is given in Appendix 2.5.
• Scale: The model was a close match in terms of scale to the model being developed for this 
study, as it dealt with a city scale (6,515 hectares) further divided into 29 electoral wards 
(comparable to zip codes in LVMA).
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Relevance; While the chief purpose of the study was to iook into the scope of development of 
local renewable energy generation sources within urban environments (and hence very 
different from those of this study), it offered significant clues about the kind of data that can 
be sought in order to investigate issues of local energy use. Using Geographic information 
Systems (GiS), the author estimated roof areas of aii dwellings within her area of study. This 
approach could also be extended for estimating the constructed area of a dwelling unit. 
Methodology: The Dundee study calculated the current energy demand for each electoral 
ward (comparable to a zip code) by obtaining consumption data from the energy and fuel 
providers and using it to calculate the greenhouse gas emissions by fuel type and electoral 
ward for a baseline year.^^
Scope: The study was site-specific, and while the model could be redeveloped by collecting 
similar data for other locations, it does not offer a replicable template due to various 
geographic specific aspects as well as climatic peculiarities of the region.
Data and its limitations: Data collected for this study included maps for the City of Dundee 
showing electoral wards (possibly in a GIS-friendly format), along with detailed street-scale 
maps for identifying the percentage of each electoral ward facing between southwest and 
south east. Mean annual eiectricity and gas demand of each electoral ward by customer type 
(domestic/non-domestic) was obtained from the local utility providers for establishing energy 
needs of each ward. The main limitation of the data used (in relevance to the LVMA study) 
was the level of detail of the energy consumption data. The study did not zoom in to street 
level or individual unit consumption. While this level of detail was sufficient for the Dundee 
study’s end purposes, it does not offer an accurate picture of individual emissions (identifiable 
through neighborhood, or average estimates of dwelling unit).
Accuracy: It was recognized that by obtaining data directly from energy providers, this study 
was able to achieve a high level of accuracy in predicting energy demands for specific areas 
(electoral wards). This also offers the added advantage of obtaining a large bulk of data in a
17 This study further investigated the scope of local energy generation by calculating available 
roof-top areas suitable for solar energy generation, but the methods for these are not discussed 
here as they were found irrelevant to this study.
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Fig. 2.16: Total Domestic Carbon Emissions by Electoral Ward (Morrison 36).
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relatively short period, as opposed to other methods such as surveys, which are time 
consuming and are generally limited in the quantity of data that can be collected (a city wide 
collection of data through surveys would be impractical for graduate research).
• Presentation methods: Although it was not clear as to what software was used for producing 
the maps, it is guessed to be some GiS-based software, such as Arclnfo or ArcMap. Other 
graphs were created using common analysis programs such as MS Excel. Meteonorm; a 
database driven computer programme; was used to calculate the levels of solar radiation at a 
given location, but its application is not relevant for the purposes of the LVMA study. A map 
showing carbon emissions by electoral ward is shown in Fig. 2.16.
2. DeCoRuM Model: Oxford. UK (Guotal 
DeCoRuM (Domestic Energy, Carbon Counting and Reduction Model) is a GiS- based model 
that combines parameters established by earlier home energy rating models (such as BREDEM: 
Building Research Establishment Domestic Energy Model and SAP; Standard Assessment
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Procedure) with site-specific surveys to create a more refined and user-friendiy model with cieariy
outlined approaches for consumption reduction, it also creates detailed profiles of the individual
energy consumption (breakdown of end use) in order to provide specific strategies for reduction.
The abstract of the one of the papers published about the study is given in Appendix 2.5.
• Scale: The DeCoRuM model can theoretically be extended to a city wide scale, but has been 
essentially developed from a case study of 300-400 dwelling units in Oxford using detailed 
data obtained through individual surveys for dwellings and supplemented through national 
datasets of housing surveys to include information about age of appliances, type and age of 
mechanical equipment, and number of occupants that assist in estimating energy 
consumption of a dwelling.
• Relevance: The DeCoRuM model was found to be appropriate to the goals of this study. As 
mentioned above, the chief aim of DeCoRuM was to create a user-friendiy interactive model 
for a local scale, that accurately baselines CO2 emissions, while also offering retrofitting 
guidelines within various budget ranges. Fig. 2.17 shows the GIS interface developed 
through this model highlighting carbon index (a carbon emission rating system employed in 
the UK; refer to Chapter 1 “Research Questions”), cost of fuel and potential for demolition.
• Methodology: The exact methodology employed for data collection and data processing for 
this model is proprietary, and hence not explained in much detail in the references consulted. 
However, it can be ascertained that the model builds upon parameters established by 
national energy rating systems by adding other site specific parameters obtained through 
questionnaires and walk-by surveys.
• Scope: The model can possibly be extended to cover the City of Oxford, and perhaps 
replicated in cities with similar housing fabric and climatic conditions, but the exact 
methodology needed for this replication is unclear from the information available.
• Data and its limitations: The data collection involves specifics about site, type of dwelling, 
building fabric, ventilation, HVAC systems, lighting and occupancy among others. The chief 
limitation of the model (in reference to the LVMA study) is its dependency on waik-by surveys 
to determine parameters such as fenestration size, number of stories etc that are needed for
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estimating the energy consumption of a dwelling and consequent carbon emissions- as these 
methods would be time consuming and hence impractical for an area as large as LVMA. 
Accuracy: Since the model does not use actual energy consumption provided by local 
utilities, this could not be determined.
Presentation Methods: One of the advantages of this method was its utilization of interactive
Fig. 2.17: A Snapshot of the GIS Interface Developed for DeCoRuM (Gupta).
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GIS for data presentation, which not only increases its outreach to local users, but also offers 
opportunities for future research to explore details such as available roof area, orientation etc 
to gauge solar potential of each dwelling.
3. Norwich Studv. UK (Alcantar-Sanchez et ai)
The goal and purpose of this study (henceforth referred to as the Norwich study) aligns 
closely with the LVMA study, which is to accurately baseline energy consumption and CO2 
emissions of the existing housing stock. The abstract of the study is given in Appendix 2.5.
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However, at the time this literature review was written, the Norwich study was still in its initiai 
stages and was not yet published. Hence, the methodologies described here were in preliminary 
stages of development. The model is similar to the DeCoRuM study in the sense that it attempts 
to improve the accuracy of existing information about energy consumption in housing stock 
available through national databases such as the English Housing Condition Survey (ECHS). As 
mentioned in the section above, the DeCoRuM model too, was developed by adding on to the 
base parameters used in the national energy rating systems. However, while DeCoRuM relied on 
waik-by surveys to determine window sizes (used for estimating heat loss), the Norwich model 
aims to develop a custom-built algorithm using a representative sample of houses, high- 
resolution on-site photos and regression analysis of the collected data.
• Scale: The Norwich model plans to focus on two electoral wards within the City of Norwich, 
comparable to zip code boundaries within LVMA. However, the model is being developed 
using data collected only for the selected representative area representing a range of housing 
types and densities with the possibility of replication for countrywide application.
• Relevance: in terms of the relevance of the goals of the study, the Norwich model was found 
very suitable to the goals of the LVMA study. The chief purpose is to baseline energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions at a local scale, with possibility of extending to a regional 
scale.
• Methodology: The data collected would come from three sources:
(i) GiS database: a) internal area (or constructed area) of a dwelling estimated by 
correcting the footprint area using suitable algorithms (details not available); b) wall 
areas calculated from the internal areas estimated during the first step; c) roof areas 
assumed to be the same as internal ground areas; d) total internal floor area was 
calculated from the internal ground area times the number of stories (measured from 
field work or air-photo interpretation).
(ii) Fieldwork (survey questionnaires and direct measurement of sample houses): a) 
window areas: for checking the accuracy of algorithms developed for estimating window 
areas; b) social behavior patterns; c) height of building/ number of storeys.
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(iii) National datasets (ECHS) a) Age of dwelling; b) information about efficiency of lighting 
and appliances (used in initial development until fieldwork data becomes available) 
Scope: Although the goals laid down in the preliminary methodologies describe that this 
model incorporates the capability of extending to a city-wide as well as country-wide 
application, the current stage of the study is not sufficient to determine if this would indeed be 
so. Even if this be the case, the model cannot be replicated in the United States as the 
preliminary methodologies used show that the algorithms being developed for estimating 
heat-loss are based on sample data of housing stock collected from a specific study area. 
While it is indeed possible that aii housing stock within the UK may be successfully 
represented through these general algorithms developed from sample data collected from 
within that country, it is highly unlikely that these same algorithms would effectively represent 
heat loss from housing stock in another country (United States), as the buiiding type, social 
behavior patterns, as well as climatic conditions are bound to be different. Thus while the 
model may be replicable within other cities of the UK, it cannot be extended to the LVMA 
study.
Fig. 2.18: Flowchart Showing Development of General Methodology Used for the Norwich Study 
(Aicantar-Sanchez et ai 5).
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• Data and its iimitations: The computation method used for determining internai area is time- 
consuming and prone to inaccuracies for iarge-scaie studies. While the development of 
similar algorithms for estimating window areas of dweilings within LVMA is possibie, the 
Norwich study is not yet at a stage where it can be effectiveiy studied for repiication.
• Accuracy: This could not be determined as the study has not yet established the finai resuits.
Conciusions
The studies undertaken above give a good idea about the chief parameters that influence 
energy consumption in dweiiings. Whiie these inciude sociai behavior patterns as weii as type 
and efficiency of appiiances, among others, the LVMA study narrows down to analyze the effects 
of a) the age of dwelling (represented by its year of construction) and; b) the size of dweliing, in 
order to determine the effects of these two parameters on energy consumption. Accurate 
information of these physical parameters would be obtained from iocai datasets availabie with 
Ciark County and need not be assumed from nationai datasets. Further, as the chief purpose of 
this study is to baseiine CO2 emissions from energy use as accurately as possibie and for as 
iarge a part of LVMA as possibie, the computed estimation of energy consumption is ruied out in 
favor of obtaining actual energy consumption records from utiiity providers for a seiected year. 
While this wouid iimit the ready applicabiiity of the developed model to other cities across the 
country, it wouid make up for this loss by providing a high ievei of accuracy and detail achieved. 
This is favored over repiication possibiiities of the modei keeping in mind that the chief purpose of 
this study is to baseiine emissions of LVMA residential sector as the first step to achieving Kyoto 
Protocol targets. Details of the data obtained and deveiopment of the final model are discussed in 
Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
As previously established, an up-to-date, bottom-up inventory of the current carbon 
emissions from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Area wouid help to present a iocai scale picture to 
residentiai consumers, designers and policy makers. The LVMA community is likely to relate to 
the results of this iocai model much better that the results provided by state, nationai or global 
picture, helping to initiate lifestyle and attitude changes by establishing the relation between 
energy consumption and CO2 emissions at a local ievei. Moreover, establishing a baseiine for 
emissions would help to develop meaningful correlations between age, size and type of dweliing, 
suitable urban densities and land use patterns for the Las Vegas Metro Area.^
In order to investigate the four research questions posed in Chapter 1, the research 
methodology is broadly divided into two parts. The first part-which addresses the first three 
questions- maps and analyzes consumption trends for LVMA and identifies energy-intensive 
hotspots at the regional scaie,^ the city scale,® the zip code scale and the street scale. The 
consumption figures are then converted to their carbon equivalents to estimate net carbon dioxide 
emissions at these various scales. Secondly, the relation between age, size and energy 
consumption of dweliing units (referred to as DU in tables and figures) is mapped and analyzed.
In the second part, the fourth question posed in Chapter 1- target reductions for LVMA by 
2012- is answered through a series of calculations based on Kyoto Protocol targets, 1990 and 
2005 CO2  emissions of LVMA, and annual housing growth projections for the region.
 ^ Henceforth, Las Vegas Metro Area is referred to as LVMA.
® Here, ‘region’ refers to LVMA, which is the collective area comprising the three cities and 
Incorporated Ciark County.
® For each of the three cities of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas and Henderson, and Incorporated 
Ciark County.
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Part 1 ; Baselining Energy Consumption and CO2 Emissions for LVMA 
The process employed for mapping energy consumption and analyzing it against age and 
size of dwelling is broadly divided as:
a) Data Collection.
b) Data Processing and Normalization.
c) Data Presentation: Tables, Graphs and Maps.
d) Limitations
Data Collection
The data collected can be defined as Dependent and Independent Variables:
Dependent Variables: The actual energy consumption - annual electricity usage, gas usage and 
their sum total- is considered as a dependent variable which fluctuates with time, and is 
dependent on the local climate, age and size of the dwelling unit. For LVMA, Nevada Power and 
Sierra Pacific Power Company (henceforth referred to as Nevada Power'^) are the eiectricity 
suppliers, and South West Gas Corporation (SWGC) is the natural gas supplier. The residential 
energy consumption data was obtained on request from the regional offices of these two utility 
providers (Neuweiier ; Hagle) for the purpose of research and was not available through any 
other public database at the time.
independent Variables: This includes factors about the dwelling such as its year of construction 
(age) and constructed area (square foot), which remains unchanged over time,® but which 
potentially affect the energy consumption of the dweliing. This data was obtained from the Ciark 
County Assessor’s office (Kelley) for each residential parcel (unique for each parcel number), and 
is explained in Sections 3 and 4 in this chapter.
Refer to Definition of Terms.’
Ignoring the marginal number of residences that are altered after their original construction.
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Fig, 3.1 : Dependent and independent Variables Within the Coiiected Data.
Data Coiiection
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4. Constructed Square Footage: 
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5. Zip Code and Parcel Maps: 
ArcView Shape Files
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2. Gas Consumption Data: 
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The request for each database was placed to the respective sources and is described in the 
following section. A sample and format of the data obtained is also shown with each description 
so as to create a picture for the readers about the nature and characteristics of the raw data. The 
intention being that these snapshots of the database could give useful insights to future 
researchers who intend to emulate this modei for other regions or cities. With regard to the 
independent variables, it should be noted that while each state has its own unique databases that 
may or may not contain the information necessary for developing a carbon counting modei, many 
times such information exists for other purposes such as Property-Tax evaluation (land use, age 
and square footage for each dwelling, and their parcel maps), traffic planning or environmental
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monitoring (area maps with street profiies), and are usually a part of the public information 
database.
Data 1 : Electricity Consumption 
Nevada Power was requested to provide:
a) Aggregated residentiai electricity consumption per zip code for calendar year 2005 and 1990 
for LVMA.
Data for individual dwelling units for the year 1990 was not available in Nevada Power’s 
database system. The earliest available data in their database was from 2002. Also, since this 
research began in the middle of 2006, data for 2005 was the latest complete annual data. Thus, 
aggregated zip code data for 2002® and 2005 was requested. This data was provided by Nevada 
Power in the form of Excel files: 64 Zip Codes for 2005 and 60 zip codes for 2002, including the 
54 zip codes of LVMA that formed the study area (Neuweiier).^ A list of the 64 zip codes and their 
aggregated consumption is given in Appendix 3.1. A sample and format of the original 
aggregated data by zip code is shown in Table 3.1(a). This data will be referred to as Zip wise 
Eiectricity data’ henceforth in the study.
Table 3.1(a): Sample of Annual Electricity Consumption Data by Zip Code® (Neuweiier).
Year 2002 Year 2005
Zip Code Consumption Zip Code Consumption
89011 9,522,475.72 89011 14,011,426.95
89012 138,116,387.55 89012 165,862,265.31
89014 216,673,130.57 89014 222,150,047.70
89015 347,704,700.02 89015 414,531,862.26
b) Residential electricity consumption per street for calendar year 2005 and 1990, including (if 
available) the year of construction of dwelling units for LVMA.®
® The 2002 data was coiiected anticipating possible comparison to 2005 findings in the later 
stages of the study. However, due to time constraints this data was not utilized.
 ^The zip codes outside of LVMA were excluded from this study.
® Up to 64 zip codes, out of which 54 formed the study area.
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Again, since data prior to 2002 was not available in the database, data was obtained for the 
years 2002 and 2005. The original data was provided as fixed length and delimited text files. The 
data contains four fields: ‘Zip Code’, ‘Street Name’, ‘Date lnstaiied‘ (date of installation of 
eiectricity meter) and ‘Consumption‘ (annual KWH consumption). Each row represents one 
dwelling unit. A sample of the original data obtained is shown in Table 3.1(b) below. This data will 
be referred to as ‘Streetwise Electricity data’ henceforth in the study.
Although detailed data was not available for 1990, Nevada Power provided the figure for Net 
delivered electricity to Las Vegas Metro Area in 1990, and the number of metered dweiiings at 
that time (Appendix 3.4).
Table 3.1(b): Sample of 2005 Annual Electricity Consumption Data by Street Name^° 
(Neuweiier).
Zip Code Street Name Date [meter] installed^^ Consumption (KWH)
89011 Adobe Fiat 9/3/1999 6336
89011 Avenida Casatino 6/11/2004 6136
89011 Avenida Fieri 4/8/1999 51386
89011 Avenida Sorrento 12/23/2003 8890
Data 2: Gas Consumption 
The gas consumption data was obtained subsequent to the eiectricity consumption data. 
Hence, SWGC was requested for consumption data for years 1990, 2002 and 2005 aggregated 
by zip code and street, and showing date of installation of gas meter. However, SWGC provided 
only zip code level data and not street level data (Hagie).^® The data was provided for 1990, 2002
This level of information was considered appropriate for street level analysis without violating 
the Privacy Act Of 1974 (United States Department of Justice), under which no private 
information of a citizen can be made available for public use.
10 Up to 697,754 dwelling units for 54 zip codes of LVMA, including zero' and negative readings.
The ‘date of installation’ (of the eiectricity meter) is information that is likely to be available with 
most utility providers. This becomes of value when analyzing the age and energy relation, by 
assuming the date of installation to be equivalent to the year of construction of the dwelling unit.
While in this database too, each row represents one metered dwelling, the consumption cannot 
be aggregated beyond zip code level, as no information for identifying the corresponding streets 
of the dweiiings is shown.
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and 2005 periods. A sample and format of the original aggregated data for 2005 is shown in 
Table 3.2. Each row represents gas consumption for one dwelling unit. The fields show monthly 
gas consumption and total annual consumption. As can be seen in this table, there is no 
identifiable information for the dwelling units about the date of installation of the gas meter (which 
can potentially give an estimate of the year of construction), nor is there any information about the 
location (such as street name), other than the zip code. Thus, average annual gas consumption 
of a dwelling unit could only be assumed equal to the average for that dwelling’s zip code. As a 
result, all streets within a zip code were shown with same gas consumption (converted to its CO2 
equivalent) in the final maps. The lack of this information also reduced the accuracy of street level 
carbon dioxide emissions estimate. The data represented by Table 3.2 will be referred to as ‘Gas 
data’ henceforth in the study.
Table 3.2: Sample of 2005 Annual Gas Consumption Data by Zip Code^® (Hagle)
Zip Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Total
(Therms)
89011 250 961 263 293 371 16 98 6 6 58 279 204 161 3020
89011 36 35 13 1 2 37 13 8 14 13 1 2 1 1 14 218
89011 2 1 2 0 18 18 33 25 44 23 2 2 2 0 17 19 280
89011 0 0 109 167 52 19 57 23 9 17 25 142 620
Data 3: Age of Dwelling Unit 
The age of a dweiling unit is determined by its year of construction. This was obtained from 
the tables embedded within the residential parcel shape files (explained in section 5 below) 
obtained from Ciark County’s GiS Management Office (Kelley) and exported to MS Excel and 
Access for further processing. Some of the fields, such as, ‘Range’, ‘Lusource’, ‘Section number’ 
etc, which have no relevance to the study, have been omitted from the sample table (Table 3.3) 
shown below. It should be noted that this table shows parcel numbers for each row. A parcel 
number may not necessarily represent one dweliing unit, as iarge apartment complexes, duplex,
®^ Up to 517,601 dwelling units.
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triplex and four-plex are built within a single parcel number thus containing more than one 
dweliing unit. The field marked ‘Land Use’ (LU) was then used to determine the number of 
dwelling units within each parce l .The  year of construction data represented in Table 3.3 will be 
referred to as ‘Age data’ henceforth in the study.
Table 3.3: Sample of Year of Construction Data (Age) by Parcel Number^® (Kelley).
Parcel number Township Lucode Age Land Use
12419715069 19 1 1 0 2006 1 1
12428514029 19 1 1 0 1998 1 1
12428113029 19 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 1
12428112029 19 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 1
Data 4: Size of Dwelling Unit 
Data for the constructed square footage of each parcel number was obtained from Ciark 
County Assessor’s office as a Microsoft Access database table (Keiiey). However, this data did 
not include the zip code identification for the parcel number, which would be needed to aggregate 
data by zip codes, it also did not include information about the number of dwelling units within 
each parcel, which would be needed to calculate the average size of dwelling units for each zip 
code. These problems were addressed during data processing and are explained in that section. 
A sample of this data is shown in Table 3.4 and will be referred to as ‘Size data’ henceforth in the 
study.
LU 11 stands for residentiai singie-famiiy, LU 12 stands for residentiai duplex (considered two 
units), LU 13 stands for residential triplex (considered three units), LU 14 for residential fourplex 
(considered four units), LU 15 for residentiai apartments (number of dwelling units in each 
residential apartment were found from Assessor’s online search engine), LU 16 for townhouses 
(considered single unit), LU 17 for condominiums (considered single unit), and LU 18 for mobile 
homes (considered single unit). LU 19 (common area) records were deleted. Using these counts, 
the total square footage was divided by the number of units for that LU.
15 Up to 461,884 parcels.
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Table 3.4: Sample of Size data by Parcel number^® (Kelley)
Parcel Street name Lu City Total sqft
12518618014 SONORA VIEW 1 1 City of Las Vegas 2422
12518618015 SONORA VIEW 1 1 City of Las Vegas 2362
12518618016 SONORA VIEW 1 1 City of Las Vegas 2162
12518618017 SONORA VIEW 1 1 City of Las Vegas 2116
Data 5: Zip Code and Parcel Maps 
Determining appropriate boundary definitions is an important decision in handling large-scale 
mapping to group data meaningfully. A large metropolitan area, such as LVMA, can be divided 
into logical groupings of study areas by various methods such as Geographic Identification 
Codes, square mile divisions, degree by degree (latitude and longitude) divisions, or other 
methods employed by Counties such as Book numbers. Township, Census Divisions, or Voting 
Precincts. However, the biggest disadvantage of using such divisions for a study like this one is 
that these methods of division are not easily identifiable by the average citizen. On the other 
hand, the zip code is a boundary definition that most people are aware of, and can surely identify 
the one to which they belong. This general awareness is a huge factor to consider, since one of 
the potential end results of this study is to give local residents an understanding of their individual 
carbon emissions. However, the biggest disadvantage of using zip code boundaries is that these 
are constantly changing, and tend to create an ambiguity in the actual representation of the data 
since there is no way of determining how the energy providers have dealt with change of zip code 
boundaries in the middle of a calendar year. In spite of this shortcoming, the zip code division 
was preferred over other methods, since the study does eventually zoom in to the street level to 
map consumption per street, hence minimizing the possibility of error.^^
The 2005 zip code boundaries, street centerline maps, and residential parcel shape files 
were obtained from Clark County GIS Management Office, updated through April 2006 (Kelley).
16
17
Up to 546, 510 parcels.
With the exception of through streets, ail street names within LVMA are unique.
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Data Processing and Normalization 
Analyzing age, size and energy relations at the scale of the region, city, zip code and street.
Data processing evaluated and compared average energy consumption per dwelling unit by 
zip code and by street, and inquired into the effect of age and size on consumption. This data 
was then used for generating maps at two primary scales that showed a) consumption patterns of 
the zip codes in relation to the entire region and b) consumption patterns for streets within the zip 
codes. However, at different stages of data analysis, four scales were used: the regional scale 
(LVMA), the city scale, the zip code scale, and the street scale.
Fig. 3.2: A Flow Chart Showing the Breakdown of End-Results Targeted by Data Processing.
Data Processing/ Normalization
■ LVMA
■ City
■ Zip Code
■ Street
Scales:
Output: Average KWH/ DU as a function of Age.
3. Age and Energy relation 
Change in consumption due to Age.
Output: Average KWH/ sqft as a function of Age.
4. Age, Size and Energy relation 
Change in consumption due to age and size.
Output: Average sqft as a function of Age.
2. Age and Size relation: 
Change in size of dwellings over time.
1. Average Energy consumption per dwelling 
unit:
2. Average CO2 emissions per dwelling unit:
Output: Tons of CO2 , or T CO2 / DU
Output: KWH/ DU, MBtu/ DU
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Scale I - Las Vegas Metropolitan Area (LVMA): This scale is used for analyzing the data for the 
entire Metro Area together, and to study overall trends.
Scale II- The three cities- City of Las Vegas, Henderson, North Las Vegas- and Incorporated 
Clark County^® are analyzed for energy consumption and Age relation.
Scale III -  Zip Codes: This includes the grouping of data by zip codes only and removing City 
definitions. In all, the 54 zip codes that comprise LVMA, as defined by the City Government of 
Las Vegas (Appendix 3.2), are considered. The chief purpose of this scale is to give a 
comprehensive picture of the entire region, establishing the spatial relation of each zip code 
within the regional fabric and highlighting energy-intensive zones. The tables showing data 
analysis of individual zip codes list the average electricity consumption per dwelling unit (KWH/ 
DU), average electricity consumption per constructed square foot^® (KWH/ sqft), and average 
CO2 emissions per dwelling unit and per square foot for that zip code (Chapter 4).
Scale IV -  Street scale: As mentioned earlier, each of the 54 zip codes within the study have 
been mapped individually at a larger scale (refer to Chapter 4 for the maps), showing the average 
electricity consumption®® of streets (per dwelling unit and per square foot) in that zip code. A 19- 
range color classification was used to denote the varying levels of consumption (see Section titled 
‘Data Presentation: Tables, Graphs and Maps’ below). Finally, in the tables showing data analysis 
for each of the zip codes, the ten highest consumption streets have been listed with their average 
consumptions (Chapter 4), so as to create a quick reference of energy intensive hotspots. Due to 
time constraints, this study was unable to go Into details of effect of orientation, building form, 
color, dwelling type, vegetation and other micro-climatic issues but a future studies involving such 
factors is suggested by observations made at this scale.
‘Incorporated Clark County’ is sometimes referred as ‘Clark County’ for ease of reference in the 
study, and should not be interpreted as including areas of Clark County outside LVMA. A map 
and list of zip codes undertaken in the study is given in Appendix 3.2.
Henceforth, ‘constructed square foot’ is referred to as ‘square foot’ or size.’
®° As mentioned before. Gas data was not available by street name, and hence the street level 
maps reflect electricity data only.
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Data Analysis 1 - Average Energy Consumption per Dwelling Unit:
Scale III (zip code): Using the data obtained from the utility providers, electricity, gas and 
combined consumption was calculated and mapped for each zip code (Fig 4.1.6 - 4.1.14). Since 
each zip code has a different number of dwelling units, the obvious approach to arrive at 
comparable consumption figures was to calculate average consumption per dwelling unit.
Scale IV (street): The method for data processing is the same as that for zip codes except 
that for zip codes, the zip code name is used for consolidating the records, and in the case of the 
street, the street name is used to calculate average consumption. For example, if the street name 
‘Harmon’ has 24 rows of records within the zip code 89119, then the average consumption per 
dwelling unit for Harmon’ is the sum of the consumption for these 24 records divided by 24. In 
this manner, average consumption for all streets was calculated for a total of 25,497 streets in 
LVMA. Since one of the chief goals of this study was to identify energy-intensive hotspots, the 
data was computed for ‘average’ consumption as opposed to ‘median’ consumption, because in 
case of the latter, data extremes of exceptionally high consumption would have been ignored.
As mentioned earlier, since street level data for gas consumption was not available, the CO2  
emissions due to gas usage were averaged for the entire zip code. However, in order to 
distinguish between the more accurate emissions due to electricity usage from the average 
emissions due to gas, the gas CO2  emissions were noted separately at the bottom of the legend 
of each map, and not added to the electricity data used for mapping.
The data processing for calculating energy consumption per dwelling unit involved the 
following steps:
1. Deletion of any consumption data recorded in 2006 (ascertained by looking at the “Date 
Installed ” field- refer to Table 3.1(a)). This was done to ensure that only consumption for 2005 
was being consolidated.
2. Count of dwelling units: For calculating average consumption per dwelling unit for each zip 
code, count of dwelling units from the energy datasets (Streetwise wise Electricity data and 
Gas data) was used, instead of using information available through Clark County housing 
records or census data. This ensured a more accurate calculation of average dwelling unit
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consumption, since in some cases there was a vast disparity between the number of metered
dwellings from the utility providers’ databases and Clark County housing records. 21
Table 3.5(a): Sample Table Showing Comparison of Count of Dwelling Unit Records 22
Zip Number of recorded DUs: 
Clark County
Number of recorded DUs: 
Gas Data
Number of recorded DUs: 
Streetwise Electricity Data
A B C D
89011 624 531 609
89012 11,496 12014 13031
89014 16,127 10596 16543
89015 29,993 26704 31968
Table 3.5(b): Sample Table Showing Calculation of Average Energy Consumption per Dwelling 
Unit.®®
Zip
Total 
Electricity 
consumption 
of zip code 
(MBtu)
Average Electricity 
consumption per DU
(MBtu)
Total Gas 
consumption 
of zip code
(MBtu)
Average gas 
consumption 
per DU
(MBtu)
Total Energy 
consumption 
per DU
(MBtu)
A E F = E - D G H = G - C 1 = F + H
89011 1 47806 1 78.50 44433 83.68 1 162.18
89012 1 564911 43.35 533110 1 44.37 1 87.73
89014 1 756511 1 45.73 460396 1 43.45 I 89.18
89015 1 1412373 f 44.18 1063011 1 39.81 1 83.99
3. Exclusion of peculiar readings: In the Streetwise Electricity data, each zip code contained 
some peculiar records showing negative consumption (possibly due to error in meters, billing 
errors, or very rarely when dwellings are producing their own electricity and supplying back to 
the grid), zero values, and 2-digit values. In order to increase the accuracy of average 
consumption estimates, these readings were omitted during calculations. Also, a 
conservative baseline of 300 KWH annual electricity consumption was established as the 
minimum possible consumption of a dwelling inhabited all year round. This 300 KWH cut-off 
was derived by considering a hypothetical situation of a single occupancy studio residence
21 For example, for zip code 89178, Clark County housing records show the number of housing 
units as 839, while the number of metered dwellings in the Nevada Power database for this zip 
code are 2938.
22 Up to 54 zip codes.
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used mostly for sleeping purposes and set up like transient housing which uses minimum 
possible energy: two incandescent lamps for lighting, one ceiling fan and a microwave oven 
for food preparation (a refrigerator was not included for the calculation) for an estimated 
number of hours everyday, based on a typical 8 -hour work schedule. Calculations for annual 
electricity consumption derived using these specific conditions are shown in Appendix 3.3. 
While this cut-off number is arbitrary and based on hypothetical living conditions that may or 
may not exist, its chief purpose is to minimize errors due to unoccupied units or vacation 
homes. The change in calculated average consumption after omitting readings below 300 
KWH was especially significant for peripheral zip codes such as ‘89085’ (40%) and ‘89178’ 
(27%). For other zip codes, this difference was 0.2-17%. Thus, by omitting records with 
annual consumption below 300 KWH, the level of accuracy in estimating average dwelling 
consumption was increased.
4. Deletion of data for zip codes outside LVMA: The zip code boundary definitions were taken 
from the City Government 2006 publication of Las Vegas Metro Area Zip Codes (Appendix 
3.2).®®
Finally, the average dwelling unit consumption was converted into its equivalent carbon 
dioxide emissions using the latest available state carbon coefficients for electricity- 0.759 tons of 
CO2 per MWH (“Updated State Coefficients 2000” 4) and the national natural gas carbon 
coefficients-116.39 lbs C02 per Million Btu (MBtu)- published by the Energy Information 
Administration (“Emissions 2001”, B-1). It should be noted that carbon coefficients are calculated 
by EIA by dividing gross generated electricity with total CO2  emissions (excluding CO2 equivalent 
of other Greenhouse gases). Thus, carbon coefficients take into account losses due to generation 
and transmission, and can be considered a near-accurate estimate of CO2  generated for each 
KWh of electricity used on site. Since sources of electricity generation differ from region to region, 
carbon coefficients for each state are different from each other, and from the national average.
®® For ease of data analysis, some of the city boundaries were redefined. For example, zip code 
89117 falls largely in the City of Las Vegas, but has a small part under Incorporated Clark 
County, but during data analysis, it was considered completely in City of Las Vegas. Refer to 
Appendix 3.2 for redefined boundary definitions.
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National and state average consumptions®'^ and CO2 emissions were marked on the graphs and 
maps for comparison.
Data Analvsis 2 - Age and Size Relation:
In order to address the third question posed in Chapter 1 regarding the relation between age, 
size and energy, the data analysis examined trends in size of dwelling units over time. For this, 
two datasets- Age data and Size data- were processed as follows:
1. Using the common ‘parcel’ field, these two datasets were joined. Since both datasets have 
been created by the Assessor’s office in their original database for different purposes and 
perhaps updated at different times, there Is a discrepancy in the number of parcels recorded 
in each (the Age data listed 461,884 parcels, while the Size data listed 546,510 parcels). 
After joining the two datasets, the final tables were further refined to include count of 
dwellings within parcels (refer to footnote 14). The count of dwellings for apartments was 
found through the Assessor’s online search engine (“Parcel Number Inquiry”).
2. Using Microsoft Excel, the joined dataset was sorted and grouped into thirteen ranges 
representing year of construction (before 1949, 1950-59, 1960-69,..and so on).®® The 
processed table could now be represented in the following format (Table 3.6) for LVMA, the 
three cities and Clark County. Table 3.6 shows the Age and size relation for North Las 
Vegas. Fig.3.3 shows a graphical representation of this table. Fig. 4.1.1 and 4.1.5 graphs the. U.S. average electricity consumption per household (here, household means dwelling 
unit, not number of people) for 2001 = 10,656 KWH (“Electricity Consumption 2001”).
• Nevada average electricity consumption per household for 2004 = 11,729 KWH (“Fact 
Sheet: Nevada” 2).
• U.S. average natural gas consumption per household for 2001 = 72.4 Million Btu 
(“Natural Gas Consumption 2001”).
• Nevada average natural gas Consumption per household for 2005 = 41.19 Million Btu 
(“Factsheet: Nevada” 3; “Unit Conversions” 4)
• U.S. Average Energy consumption per household for 2001 = 92.20 Million Btu (“2001 
Consumption Tables”).
• Nevada average energy consumption per household = 81.21 Million Btu (Calculated by 
adding Nevada Average Electricity consumption per household and Gas consumption per 
household mentioned above.
®® This classification was adopted from the Energy Information Administration’s national 
Residential Enerqv Consumption Survev 2001 so as to compare age-related energy 
consumption of LVMA to national datasets. The RECS are done every five years and the range of 
year of construction is grouped into decade intervals (1950-59,1960-69,..and so on). While the 
same ranges are largely adopted for this study, the last five years (2001-2005) are segregated so 
as to look at recent regional trends with higher accuracy.
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Age-Size trend for LVMA and other cities. Appendix 4.1 tabulates this trend for the other 
cities and LVMA.
Table 3.6: Average Size of Dwelling Units as a Function of Age: City of North Las Vegas.
Range of Year of Construction (Age) Average size of dwelling units (sqft)
An Column A Bn Column B
Ai upto 1949 Bi 864
K 1950-59 By 1176
A3 1960-69 B, 1228
At 1970-79 B4 1259
As 1980-84 Bs 1259
Ae 1985-89 Be 1494
Ay 1990-95 By 1604
As 1996-00 Bs 1592
Ag 2 0 0 1 Bg 1726
A10 2 0 0 2 Bio 1808
A 11 2003 B11 1847
A 2 2004 Bi2 1924
At 3 2005 Bi3 2153
Data Analvsis 3 - Age and Enerqv Relation:®®
Using the Streetwise Electricity Data, electricity consumption was analyzed as a function of 
age. From this dataset, the ‘Date Installed’ field was assumed to represent the year of 
construction of the dwelling unit. This relation, however, could only be established for electricity 
consumption and not for total energy consumption as the Gas Data did not include this 
information. Again, the dataset was sorted and grouped into 13 ranges of year of construction. 
Conclusively, average electricity consumption (in KWH) as a function of age of the dwelling was 
established and is shown in Table 3.7. These trends are also graphed in Fig. 4.1.26, 4.1.28, 
4.1.30, 4.1.32, 4.1.34 for LVMA and the other cities.
26 Wherever any correlation between age and consumption is made, ‘energy’ implies electricity 
consumption only, as the detail of data available for gas was insufficient to extend this relation for 
total energy consumption. Also, ‘energy’ refers to site energy only, and does not include primary 
energy.
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Table 3.7: Average Electricity Consumption as a Function of Age: City of North Las Vegas.
Age Range Average electricity consumption
An Column A (Year) Cn Column C (KWH/ DU)
Ai Up to 1949 Cl na^
A2 1950-59 C2 na
A3 1960-69 C3 13564
A4 1970-79 C4 15009
A5 1980-84 Ce 12194
Ae 1985-89 Ce 11878
Ay 1990-95 Cy 11994
Ah 1996-00 Ce 10944
Ag 2 0 0 1 Cg 10657
A 10 2 0 0 2 C 10 12133
A 11 2003 C11 11658
A i2 2004 C 12 11442
A-j 2005 ___________________ Çü_ 6355^®
Fig. 3.3: Graph Showing Average Size of Dwelling Units as a Function of Age: City of North Las 
Vegas.
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27 No consumption data available.
28 It should be noted that data for 2005 Is ‘fringe data’ and hence cannot be regarded as accurate. 
This is explained later in this chapter in the section titled “Data Presentation”
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Data Analvsis 4 - Age. Size and Enerqv relation:
Having compared average consumption per dwelling unit against age, it is imperative that this 
data be normalized against the size of the dwelling, since it can be hypothesized that larger 
houses probably consume more energy, but may be performing better per square foot (i.e, more 
efficient). In order to compare energy consumption per square foot, the year of construction 
column was used as the common field to join Table 3.6 and Table 3.7. Since the average size of 
dwelling unit for a particular year range could now be matched to the average consumption for 
that year range, this was used to calculate average square foot consumption for that year range. 
Thus, Average KWH/ sqft = Average KWH/ DU -î- Average sqft/ DU, or :
Dn = Cn/ Bn, for the year of construction range. An.
Table 3.8: Average Electricity Consumption per Square Foot as a Function of Age: City of North 
Las Vegas.
Age Range Average electricity consumption per square foot
An Column A (Year) Dn Column D (KWH/ sqft)
Ai Up to 1949 D
Â2 1950-59 D2 na
Â3 1960-69 D3 11.05
A4 1970-79 D4 10.77
As 1980-84 D- 10.77
Ae 1985-89 De 9.08
Ay 1990-95 Dy 8.46
Ae 1996-00 De 8.52
Ag 2 0 0 1 Dg 7.86
A 10 2 0 0 2 Dio 7.50
A 11 2003 D11 7.34
A-12 2004 D12 7.05
A i3 2005 Di3 6.30
Similarly, the relation between age, size and energy was derived for LVMA and other cities.
Data Analvsis 5 - Enerqv Consumption per Square Foot bv Zip Code.
As can be seen from Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, none of these databases enlist the zip code 
within which a dwelling unit lies.
1. To ascertain the average size of dwelling unit for a zip code, the Age data was spatially 
joined with zip code shape files using ArcMap intersection tools. The resulting table showing
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parcel numbers with their zip codes was then joined to the Size data. Approximately 15% of 
records from the Age data did not have a corresponding record in the Size data, and thus the 
average size of dwelling units per zip code was calculated from the reduced (intersected) 
sample size. A sample of the resultant dataset is shown in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9: Sample Table Showing Parcel Numbers with Size, Age and Zip Code.
A B C D E F
Parcel number Street name LU Total sqft Age Zip code
12330110052 PECOS PARK 1 1 1649 2005 89081
12330110053 PECOS PARK 1 1 1531 2005 89081
12420811065 MOTMOT 1 1 2038 2005 89084
12420812001 GREENLET 1 1 3698 2005 89084
2. The number of dwelling units within a parcel was determined by looking at the ‘LU’ f i e ld .A s  
explained in Section 2, in order to ascertain the average dwelling unit size for apartments, the 
number of dwelling units within each apartment complex was determined through the Online 
Record Search engine of the Assessor’s website (“Parcel Number Inquiry”) for all parcel 
numbers with LU Code 15.
3. The average energy consumption per dwelling unit had been calculated for each zip code as 
shown in Table 3.5 (b). By dividing this consumption with the corresponding average dwelling 
size for that zip code, one could obtain average energy consumption per square foot. This is 
shown is Table 3.10. Also, national averages for consumption per square foot^® were marked 
on graphs and maps for comparison (state data could not be found for energy consumption 
per square foot).
29 U.S. average electricity consumption per square foot for 2001 = 5.40 KWH/ sqft 
(Calculated by dividing U.S. average electricity consumption per household®^ by U.S. 
average household size). U.S. average household size in 2001 was 1,975 square feet 
(“2001 Consumption Tables”).
U.S. average natural gas consumption per square foot for 2001 = 36.66 KBtu/ sqft 
(Calculated by dividing U.S. average natural gas consumption per housebold®"* by U.S. 
average household size).
U.S. average energy consumption per square foot for 2001 = 46.68 KBtu/ sqft 
(Calculated by dividing U.S. average energy consumption per household®'' by U.S. 
average household size).
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Table 3.10: Sample Table Showing Calculation of Average Annual Energy Consumption per
Square Foot for Each Zip Code.
ZIP Consumption per DU 
(KBtu)
Average size of DU 
(sqft)
Consumption per sqft 
(KBtu/ sqft)
A B C D = B ^ C
89011 162179 3823 42.42
89012 87725 2310 37.97
89014 89180 2528 35.27
89015 83988 1952 43.02
Data Presentation: Tables, Graphs and Maps 
The results of the data analysis were plotted as graphs and/or mapped using Microsoft Excel 
and ArcGIS.
1. Dwelling unit size as a function of Age (Table 3.6) was plotted for LVMA, the three cities and 
Clark County. Fig. 3.3 graphs this relationship for North Las Vegas. For other cities and 
LVMA, refer to Chapter 4, Fig. 4.1.5.
2. Average electricity consumption per dwelling unit and per square foot was plotted as a 
function of Age for LVMA, the three cities and Clark County. Fig. 3.4 shows the bar chart for 
North Las Vegas. The large difference in values between 2004 and 2005 consumption can be 
explained by the fact that the data collected from Nevada Power Is for 2005. Thus, any 
dwellings built in the year 2005 would a) not necessarily have been built, and have their 
meters installed, in the first calendar month itself, and b) would possibly not have been 
occupied immediately after the installation of the meter. In fact, an analysis of the ‘date of 
installation’ field from Streetwise Electricity data showed that only 10.3% of the dwellings 
(1802 out of 17532) had their meters installed in the month of January. More than 30% of the 
dwellings (5530 out of 17532) had their meters installed in the second half (after June 30*®) of 
the year. Therefore, the calculated average consumption of dwellings built In the year 2005 
does not represent true annual consumption. It should also be noted in Fig. 3.4 that the 
missing bars for dwellings built between 1909 to 1959 indicates that there is no record of 
electric meter installation for dwellings in this Age range with Nevada Power. It does not
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Fig. 3.4: Description of Bar Chart Used for Comparative Trends Between Average Annual 
Electricity Consumption per Dwelling Unit and per Square Foot as a Function of Age.
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indicate that no dwellings of this Age range exist in North Las Vegas (as is confirmed from 
other data sets-Size data and Age data).
3. Average energy consumption per dwelling unit and per square foot was mapped by zip code 
and by street. Their corresponding CO2  emissions have been shown in the map legend. 
Average CO2 emissions from gas usage are also marked within the legend.
4. Using ArcGIS, each dwelling unit was color-coded to show the Age range using 10 
classification ranges (before 1940, 1941-49, 1950-59, 1960-69, 1970-79, 1980-84, 1985-89, 
1990-95, 1996-2000, and 2001-05) (Fig.4.1.2) for LVMA. For street level maps, this 
classification was consolidated into 5 ranges to maintain visual clarity (before 1979, 1980-89, 
1990-95, and 1996-2006) and overlapped with energy consumption.
Determining Appropriate Grouping of Data Ranges
• Scale III (zip code): Eleven consumption ranges for the 54 zip codes were determined to
create an accurate and easily readable visual picture. These ranges were decided by first
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Fig. 3.5: Las Vegas Metro Area: Distribution of Zip Codes by Annual Electricity Consumption per
Dwelling Unit.
LO CD
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analyzing the available data pool. Range values were chosen to represent each zip code with 
maximum possible accuracy and yet maintain consistent grouping.
Data extremes were grouped into bigger ranges, while intermediate ranges were divided in 
smaller intervals. A histogram of aggregated electricity consumption for the 54 zip codes is shown 
In Fig.3.5. This was used to determine the classification ranges used for zip code level mapping.
Conclusively, the consumption ranges were determined for zip code scale mapping. Similar 
histograms were developed for gas consumption and total energy consumption (Fig.4.1.11, 
4.1.14). The consumption ranges determined for each of these is shown in Table 3.11.
• Scale IV (streets): Similarly, streets were mapped and color-coded to show average
consumption per dwelling unit and per square foot along with the age of dwelling units. Again, 
for the street level maps, the classification ranges were determined by looking at the 
collective histogram of all streets within the Las Vegas Metro Area (Fig.3.6).
Conclusively, the consumption ranges for street level mapping were determined and are 
shown in Table 3.11. These ranges were also used in the street scale mapping.
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Table 3.11: Consumption Ranges Determined from Data Histograms and Used for Mapping.
Zip Code Scale Classificat on Street Scale Classification
Electricity Gas Total Energy Electricity
MWH/ DU KWH/ sqft MBtu/ DU KBtu/ sqft MBtu/ DU MBtu/ sqft MWH/ DU KWH/ sqft
<7 < 4.5 <30 8 - 1 0 40 -60 <30 <5 < 4
7 -1 0 4 .5 -5 30-35 10-15 6 0 -70 30 - 37.5 5 -7 .5 4 - 5
Ï O - Ï Ï 5 -5 .5 35 - 37.5 15-20 70-80 37.5 - 42.5 7.5-10 5 -5 .5
1 1  - 1 2 5 .5 -6 37.5 - 40 20 - 22.5 80 - 90 42.5 - 45 1 0 - 1 1 5 .5 -6
12-12.5 6 -6 .5 4 0 -45 22.5-25 90-100 45 - 47.5 1 1  - 1 2 6  - 6.5 '
12.5-13 6 .5 -7 45 - 47.5 25-27.5 1 0 0 - 1 1 2 47.5 - 50 12-13 6 .5 -7
13-13.5 7 - 8 47.5 - 50 27.5-31 150 50 - 57.5 13 . 14 7 -7 .5
13.5-14 8 - 9 50 -55 57.5 - 65 14-15 7 .5 -8
14-15 9 - 1 0 55 - 65 15-16 8 -8 .5
15-16 ................... 65 -85 16-17 8.5 - 9
16-25 17-18 9 -9 .5
18-19 9.5-10
19-20 1 0 - 1 0 TT
20 - 22.5 r  10.5-11
22.5 - 25 11-11.5
25 -30 11.5-13
3 0 .4 0 1 3 - is"
I > 50 15-20
> 2 0
Chapter 4 includes, along with other findings, the zip code and street scale maps produced 
as an output of the analysis process discussed in this Chapter.
Fig. 3.6: Las Vegas Metro Area: Distribution of Streets by Annual Electricity Consumption per 
Dwelling Unit.
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Limitations
As is evident from the methodology described, the Carbon-counting model developed in this 
study for the Las Vegas Metro Area is essentially an ‘as-is’ representation of consumption 
patterns specific to the year 2005. Although for all practical purposes the model baselines current 
levels of consumption against which future reduction targets can be set, it should be noted that 
the findings cannot be considered normalized average consumption representing a longer period 
of time such as a decade, or two decades. Further, as pointed out in Chapter 2, 2005 was 
marked as the warmest year of the century. However, the estimated average consumption has 
not been temperature-adjusted to account for the increased number of Cooling Degree Days as a 
result of this (a methodology commonly used in national surveys), but instead is reflective of the 
exact consumption that occurred in 2005. It is indeed possible that if the same model is 
generated using 2006 consumption data, then the estimate of energy consumption and CO2  
emissions would be different than those suggested by this study. Conclusively, the model cannot 
be used to predict future energy consumption patterns or CO2 emissions.
Another limitation of data processing is with regard to the average size of a dwelling unit that 
was calculated for each zip code and street from the Assessor's database. It should be noted that 
Assessor records the ‘total living square foot’ of a dwelling and hence includes garage areas as 
well- which are typically not air-conditioned and use minimal energy. However, this additional 
area was not deducted through any normalization of the Size data. As a result, the energy 
consumption per square foot determined in this study is likely to be lower than the actual energy 
consumption.
With regard to the correlations derived for energy consumption and Age, it has been 
mentioned during the description of Data Processing Methods that the date of installation of the 
electricity meter was used as an estimate of the year of construction of the dwelling unit. The 
limitations of using such a method are obvious considering that for any and all dwellings whose 
construction ended close to the last calendar month of a year (say, December 1995), the
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electricity meter would possibly have been installed in the next calendar year (January 1996).®° 
Thus, while the data analysis assumes this dwelling to be constructed in 1996 (from the date of 
installation) and groups it in the 1996-2000 Age range, the dwelling actually belongs to the 1990- 
1995 Age range. Further, there are likely a number of residential constructions In the valley that 
take longer than one year to finish from the time of starting construction. However, the number of 
such peculiar cases cannot be estimated and are assumed to be few and far between with 
marginal effect on the final result.
On a similar note, It was observed that the date of meter installation did not completely tally 
with the Age records available through the Assessor’s data. The Nevada Power database 
showed only 9 records of metered dwellings from 1906 to 1928 and no record of any metered 
dwelling from 1929 to 1954. This does not mean that no other dwellings were constructed during 
this period. The Assessor records (Age data) show 42 recorded parcels constructed between 
1909 and 1928, and 11,180 recorded parcels constructed between 1929 and 1954. However, 
adopting the same grouping for year of construction as those used in national residential 
consumption surveys. Age ranges from both databases (Nevada Power and Assessor) were 
treated as ‘up to 1949’, although the Nevada Power database technically only represents 
dwellings up to 1928 in this range. The reader should keep this in mind while looking at Energy- 
Age trends that are plotted and analyzed in the next chapter. However, assuming that these 
11,213 dwellings would be distributed over a large number of zip codes and considering the fact 
that they represent only 1 .6 % of the total number of metered dwellings, one can safely assume 
that the effect of these data anomalies is negligible with regard to the final results.
Other shortcomings of the study include the grouping of data by zip codes. As mentioned 
under section 5 of “Data Collection”, zip code boundaries are not constant and hence tend to 
create an ambiguity between the data collected and its presentation. A more precise approach 
could be to aggregate the data by census divisions, but this is dependent on the type of access 
available to the utility provider’s database, which was of a limited magnitude for this study.
®° In LVMA, the electricity supplied during construction is through temporary poles installed by the 
building contractor and the electricity meters are not put in place till the construction is complete.
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Part 2: Estimating Target Reductions for LVMA by 2012 
To estimate target reductions needed per dwelling unit to meet the Kyoto Protocol and the 
U S Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement targets of 7% reductions of 1990 levels for LVMA, 
three key factors needed to be determined:
1 ) What was the net delivered energy to the LVMA residential sector in 1990? And what were 
the resultant CO2  emissions? (so that 7% less of this can be calculated).
2) What is the expected growth of LVMA by 2012? That is, how many dwelling units will exist in 
2012?
3) What is the expected change in the source of energy production (and resultant carbon 
coefficient) for Nevada by 2012?
For the sake of simplicity, the following acronyms are assigned:
i. Net delivered electricity in 1990 = 1990ele = 3,868,458 MWH (Neuweiler).
ii. Net delivered gas in 1990 = 1990qas = 4,207,470 MBtu (Hagle).
iii. Electricity carbon coefficient (GO) for Nevada in 1990 (closest available used; 1991 )
= 1990ecc = 0.998 tCO^ MWH.®*
iv. Natural Gas carbon coefficient (GO) for U.S in 1990 = 1990gcc = 0.058195 tGO^ MBtu®®
V. GO2 generated in 1990 from residential electricity emissions = 1990ei-co2
vi. GO2 generated in 1990 from residential gas emissions = 1990gas-co2
vii. Number of dwelling units using electricity in 2012 = 2012EL-nou = 851,733®® (Aguero).
viii. Number of dwelling units using gas in 2012 = 2012GAs-nDu = 622,388®“*.
ix. Electricity Garbon coefficient (GG) for Nevada in 2012 = 2012ecc
X. Natural Gas Garbon coefficient (GG) for U.S in 2012 = 2012gcc
®* The 1991 carbon coefficient for Nevada was calculated from the available data for GO2 
generated and electricity generated using the methodology described by EIA for determining 
these coefficients (see footnote®®).
1991 Nevada Electric Power Industry GO2  emissions = 20,887,000 short tonnes
1991 Nevada Electric Power Industry Generation of Electricity = 20,922,439 MWH (“State
Electricity Profiles 1999” 176-177).
1991 Garbon coefficient for electricity = 20,887,000 / 20,922,439 = 0.99830617 tGOg/ MWH.
®® The number of existing dwelling units in 2005 are assumed to be equal to the number of 
metered dwellings in Nevada Power database (697,733), and the projected growth (154,000) is 
added to this number.
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xi. CO2 generation targeted to meet Kyoto Protocol in 2012 from residential electricity 
emissions = ®^2 0 1 2 ei-co2
xii. CO2 generation targeted to meet Kyoto Protocol in 2012 from residential gas emissions
= 2012gas-CO2
xiii. Targeted net delivered electricity in 2012 
=  ^  2 0 1 2 e l e  -  ^ 2 0 1 2 e i - c o 2  /  2 0 1 2 e c c
xiv. Targeted net delivered gas in 2012 
=  2 0 1 2 g a s  “  ^ 2 0 1 2 g a s - c o 2  /  2 0 1 2 g c c
XV. Targeted average electricity consumption per dwelling unit in 2012 is net delivered
electricity divided by expected number of dwelling units (from added growth).
=  2 0 1 2 e l e / d u  ~  2 0 1 2 e l e  /  2 0 1 2 E L - n D U
xvi. Targeted average gas consumption per dwelling unit in 2012 is net delivered gas divided 
by expected number of dwelling units.
=  2 0 1 2 g a s / d u  =  2 0 1 2 g a s  /  2 0 1 2 G A S - n o u
xvii. Targeted average energy consumption per dwelling unit in 2012 
=  2 0 1 2  E / D U  -  ^  2 0 1 2 e l e / d u  +  ^  2 0 1 2 g a s / d u
Also, the following assumptions are made:
a) The Natural gas coefficient remains unchanged in 2012.®®
That is, 1 9 9 0 g c c  — 2 0 1 2 q c c
b) In 2012, the ratio of the number of dwellings using gas and electricity to the number of 
dwellings using only electricity will remain the same as in 2005.®"
c) If all sectors (residential, commercial, industrial and transportation) simultaneously 
reduce their emissions by 7%, then this would result in overall emissions reduction of 7%.
®® The national natural gas coefficient has not changed since 1990 (“Emissions 2001”, B-1).
14.47 Million Metric Tonnes Carbon per Quadrillion Btu, or converting to short tonnes of CO2 
= 0.058195 tC02 / MBtu
®" The percentage of metered dwellings in Gas data to metered dwellings in Streetwise Electricity 
data = 73%.
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Having made these assumptions, two scenarios were considered for calculating average 
target reductions per dwelling. Under Scenario A it is assumed that the carbon coefficient for 
electricity generation for Nevada remains unchanged from 2000 to 2012 (0.759 {CO2I MWH). In 
other words, this scenario assumes that the distribution of fuel types for electricity generation stay 
as they are and no changes take place in Supply-Side Management. Under Scenario B, it is 
assumed that the carbon coefficient for electricity generation will decrease as a larger percentage 
of electricity will be produced from renewable sources in Nevada (as per RPS targets). However, 
the determination of this new carbon coefficient is challenging as these coefficients are 
determined by EIA after the electricity has been generated and resultant CO2 emitted.®® A 
probable method to estimate what Nevada’s coefficient would be in 2012 is by looking at states 
with a similar configuration of fuel types today (latest available) as is expected of Nevada in 2012 
(15% energy through renewables by 2012). But even if one can find an exact match of such a 
state, that state should also have the rest of the fuel mix (coal and natural gas) in the same 
proportion as is anticipated for Nevada in 2012, which is not the case for any of the 50 states. 
Moreover, there is no accurate information as to what percentage of electricity will be generated 
through coal and natural gas in 2012. Due to all these unknown variables in predicting the carbon 
coefficient for Nevada in 2012, one can at best extrapolate this number on the basis of carbon 
coefficients of other states with comparable renewable generation. In the Western region, 
California is a well-known leader in renewable resources and had a carbon coefficient of 0.303 
tC02/ MWH In 2000 (28% electricity generation through Renewables and 17% through Nuclear in 
2001). Nevada’s own carbon coefficient reduced from 0.832 tC02/ MWH in 1997 to 0.759 tC02/ 
MWH in 2000. Thus, an optimistic estimate of the 2012 carbon coefficient for Nevada is placed at
0.5 \CO2l  MWH in order to estimate target reductions needed under Scenario B.
®® According to EIA, “the basic steps for determining each State’s emissions coefficient are as 
follows: 1) Generation data for electric utilities and non-utilities for 1998-2000 by state were 
obtained from ElA’s Office of Coal, Nuclear Energy, and Alternative Fuels (CNEAF). 2) Estimates 
of carbon dioxide emissions for 1998-2000 by state were also obtained from CNEAF. 3) Carbon 
dioxide emission coefficients were calculated by dividing emissions (in tons) by generation (in 
MWH)’’ (“Updated State Coefficients 2000” 7).
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Scenario A
Under Scenario A, 2012 Electricity Carbon coefficient = current Carbon coefficient. Therefore: 
xvlli 2 0 1 2 e c c  = 0.759 tC02
CO2 generated is calculated by multiplying carbon coefficient with electricity generated:
1 9 9 0  ei-co2 -  1 9 9 0 e l e  x  1 9 9 0 e c c  
From i. and iii. :-
xix. 1990 ei-co2  = 3,868,458 x 0.998 = 3,861,905 tC02
Similarly,
1990gas-co2 = [1 990gas X 1 990gcc]
From Ii. and iv. :-
XX. 1990gas-co2 = 4,207,470 x 0.058195 = 2,44,854 tC02
Considering 7% reductions to 1990 levels means:
^ 2012ei-C02 ~ [93 X 1990e|.cO2] / 100 
From xlx. :-
= [93x3,861,905]/100 
= 3,591,572 tC02 
From xlii. and xviii. :-
2 0 1 2 e l e  = 3,591,572 / 0.759 
= 4,731,979 MWH
From XV. :-
^ 201 2 e l e / DU = 4,731,979 / 851,733 
= 5.555707095 MWH 
= 5556 KWH per dwelling unit, 
or, 19 MBtu per dwelling unit (1 KWH = 3412 Btu).
Thus, under Scenario A, target electricity reductions needed are :
12,248 -  5556 = 6662 KWH
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(taking 2005 consumption of 12,248 KWH/ DU®® as baseline) 
or, 55% reductions In average electricity usage.
Similarly, 7% reductions for gas will be;
^  2 0 1 2 g a s -C O 2  -  [ 9 3  X 1 9 9 0 g a s -C O 2 ]  /  1 0 0  
From XX.
= [93x2,44,854]/100 
= 2,27,714 tCOz 
2012gas~ ^2012gas-co2 / 2012gcc 
= 2,27,714/0.058195 
= 3,912,947 MBtu 
From viii. and xvi.
^ 2 0 1 2 g a s / d u  = 3,912,947 / 622,388
= 6.28 MBtu per dwelling unit.
Thus, under Scenario A, target gas reductions needed (taking 2005 consumption of 44.63 MBtu/ 
DU®^  as baseline) are ;
44.63 -  6.28 = 38.35 MBtu®®
or, 86% reductions In average gas usage.
From xvii.
^ 2012 E/DU = 19 + 6 
= 25 MBtu per dwelling unit.
Finally, target reductions of total energy consumption per dwelling unit are calculated as 
difference of 2012 consumption from 2005 consumption.
= 86.42 -  25
®® From the Streetwise Electricity data, the LVMA average electricity consumption per dwelling 
unit for 2005 was calculated to be 12,248 KWH. This is discussed in Chapter 4.
®® From the Gas data, the LVMA average gas consumption per dwelling unit for 2005 was 
calculated to be 44.63 MBtu. This is discussed in Chapter 4.
®® It should be noted that the reason for such a big number for target reductions in gas 
consumption is because in 1990 only 24% of dwellings used gas in LVMA (71,770 metered 
dwellings). Thus, 7% reductions of the delivered gas of 1990 levels is bound to be an extremely 
low number in relationship to the number of dwellings with gas installation for 2012.
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= 61.42 MBtu
or, 71% reductions In average energy usage.
Scenario B
Under Scenario B, 2012 Electricity Carbon coefficient is assumed to reduce and is assumed to be
0.5 tCOz / MWH
xxi 2 0 1 2 E c c  =  0 . 5  tCOz
From xiii. and xxi.
201 2 e l e  = 3,591,572/0.5 
= 7,183,144 MWH
From XV.
^ 2 0 1 2 e l e / d u  = 7,183,144 / 851,733 
= 8.43356337 MWH 
= 8434 KWH per dwelling unit, 
or, 29 MBtu per dwelling unit (1 KWH = 3412 Btu).
Thus, under Scenario B, target electricity reductions needed are :
12,248-8434 = 3814 KWH
(taking 2005 consumption of 12,248 KWH/ DU as baseline) 
or, 31% reductions in average electricity usage.
Assuming no change in natural gas coefficient, ^ 2 0 1 2 g a s / d u  is same as in Scenario A:
 ^2 0 1 2 g a s / d u  = 6.28 MBtu per dwelling unit.
Thus, under Scenario B, target gas reductions needed (taking 2005 consumption of 44.63 MBtu/ 
DU as baseline) are ;
44.63 -  6.28 = 38.35 MBtu
or, 86% reductions in average gas usage.
From xvii.
■ ^ 2 0 1 2 e / d u  =  2 9  +  6  
= 35 MBtu per dwelling unit.
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Finally, target reductions of total energy consumption per dwelling unit are calculated as 
difference of 2012 consumption from 2005 consumption.
= 86.42 -  35 
= 51.42 MBtu
or, 60% reductions in average energy usage.
Table 3.12 summarizes the target reductions needed by 2012 under Scenario A and B, i.e.,
A) If no changes are made to the mix of fuel types used for electricity generation in Nevada
B) If aggressive changes are made to generate electricity through renewable sources.
Table 3.12: Estimated Reductions Needed for LVMA Average Dwelling Unit Consumption to 
Meet Kyoto Protocol Target Reductions for 2012.
Scenario A 
(without SSM initiatives)
Scenario B 
(with SSM initiatives)
• Electricity Use
2012 Target Consumption (KWH/ DU) 5556 8434
% Reduction of 2005 Consumption 55% 31%
• Natural Gas Use
2012 Target Consumption (MBtu/ DU) 6.28 6.28
% Reduction of 2005 Consumption 86% 86%
• Total Energy Use
2012 Target Consumption (MBtu/ DU) 25 35
% Reduction of 2005 Consumption 71% 60%
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the chief targets of this research were to establish the current 
energy consumption patterns and associated CO2  emissions for LVMA, and identify energy- 
intensive areas among and within the 54 zip codes ear-marked for the study. Further, it was 
hypothesized that looking into the relation between age, size and energy consumption would offer 
significant clues about prioritizing the most effective measures needed to meet the Kyoto Protocol 
and U.S. Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement targets. The questions about age, size and 
energy relation could be refined to pose more specific questions. Is the energy consumption of 
older dwellings lower than that of recent dwellings despite their outdated construction technology, 
because of their smaller size, hence contributing a much smaller carbon footprint, or are they 
major energy sinks that would be best demolished to make room for new construction which will 
save energy In the long run? Should retrofitting of pre-1980 dwellings of LVMA be the chief area 
of concern for local authorities and policy makers?
To answer these questions, one should first look at the trends In size of dwelling units with 
respect to Age. Utilizing Age data and Size data, the changes in size of dwelling units over the 
years were calculated and plotted. Fig. 4.1.1 plots this trend for LVMA for individual years. The 
average size of dwelling units has increased from 940 square feet in 1909 (the first available 
record), to 2232 square feet in 2006- an increase of 137%. In the City of Las Vegas, dwelling 
sizes have more than doubled since 1949 (104%) - an average rise of 2% annually. In North Las 
Vegas, dwelling sizes have increased by 150% since 1949. Appendix 4.1 lists average dwelling 
unit size by year of construction for LVMA, the three cities and Incorporated Clark County. Fig.
4.1.5 shows a graph of these trends.
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Fig. 4.1.2 shows the spatiai configuration of parcels in LVMA color-coded to represent their 
year of construction. This indicates a general concentric growth with older homes towards the 
center and newer developments on the fringes (see larger print in pocket). Fig. 4.1.3 shows the 
average size of dwelling units by zip code, indicating larger dwellings towards the periphery. This 
confirms the correlation established in Fig. 4.1.5 between Age and size of dwellings in LVMA. 
There has been an average increase of 93 square feet (roughly 100) every five years: or, an 
increase of about 12% every decade with the exception of 1970-79 period. In the last two and a 
half decades (since 1980), the most dramatic rise is seen in the time period between 1980 to
1989 when dwelling sizes increased by as much as 14%. The increase in size implies an obvious 
increase in the air-conditioned space of a dwelling, number of fixtures and appliances. The 
findings discussed in this chapter attempt to establish whether this increase has resulted in an 
escalation in average energy consumption of the dwelling or whether improvements in 
construction technology have prevented such a rise . However, it should be noted that population 
growth requires more and more dwellings to be added each year, leading to a steeper rise in 
overall CO2 emissions for the valley. LVMA population has more than doubled (2.28 times) from 
741,459 in 1990 to 1,691,213 in 2005, and housing units have increased by 50%; from 317,188 in
1990 to 637,740 in 2005^ (US Census Bureau). According to a recent report by U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development, the number of households in the valley (including Boulder 
City, Laughiin and Mesquite) is estimated to increase by 35,950 annually until 2009; a 5% annual 
growth (Ramrattan 5).
This data gives a preliminary indication that emissions’ reduction targets would need to tackle 
rising trends in dwelling unit sizes as well as population growth for coming years while attempting 
to keep net delivered energy below 1990 levels.
’ Statistics mentioned are for Occupied housing units.
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Fig. 4.1.2: Spatial Configuration of Residential Parcels in Las Vegas Metro Area Showing Year Of 
Construction.
LVMA Residential Parcels: Range o f Year of Construction (Age).
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Fig. 4.1.3: Las Vegas Metro Area- Average Size of Dwelling Units by Zip Code.
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Fig. 4.1.4: Las Vegas Metro Area- Distribution of Zip Codes by Average Dwelling Unit Size.
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Fig. 4.1.5: Average Size of Dwelling Units as a Function of Age.
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Having established Age and Size trends, the study looks at energy consumption trends in the 
valley, as well as consumption trends with respect to age of dwellings. Statistical analyses are 
done at four scales: Las Vegas Metro Area as a whole, the three cities- City of Las Vegas, North 
Las Vegas, Henderson- and Incorporated Clark County, the 54 zip codes and the 25,497 streets.
Average Energy Consumption per Dwelling Unit 
Average electricity consumption: The average annual electricity consumption of dwellings 
within LVMA for 2005 was calculated to be 12,248 KWH per dwelling unit (from a database of 
687,864 metered dwellings). This Is 3% more than the average residential electricity use per 
household for the state of Nevada, which was 11,729 KWH (2004), while the national average 
(2001) stood at 10,656 KWH (refer to footnote 24, Chapter 3).
Fig. 4.1.6 - 4.1.7 show the average annual electricity consumption per dwelling unit by zip 
code. Fig. 4.1.8 shows the distribution of LVMA zip codes by electricity consumption.
Based on these figures along with national and state statistics, the following observations can 
be made:
1. Zip codes 89002, 89011, 89120, 89131, 89141 and 89149 are the highest consumers of 
electricity per dwelling unit.
2. 74% of zip codes (40 out of 54) have an average consumption higher than the national 
average, while 59% of zip codes (32 cut of 54) have an average consumption higher than the 
state average.
3. With the exception of 89107 and 89146, the zip codes lying towards the center of LVMA are 
consuming less electricity. The south-western areas of the City of Las Vegas and a large 
portion of the City of Henderson are noteworthy for their high consumption.
4. The average dwelling in LVMA emits 2.5 tons more CO; annually from electricity use alone 
than the national average of residential emissions from electricity use.
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Average gas consumption: The average annual gas consumption of dwellings within the Las 
Vegas Metro Area for 2005 was calculated to be 44.63 million Btu per dwelling unit (from a 
database of 368,199 metered dwellings). The state average for 2005 was 41.19 million Btu. The 
national average for 2001 was 72.4 million Btu per dwelling unit (refer footnote 24, Chapter 3).
Fig. 4.1.9 and 4.1.10 show the average annual gas consumption per dwelling unit by zip 
code. Fig. 4.1.11 was used to determine the classification ranges for the mapping and show the 
distribution of zip codes within specific consumption ranges.
The following observations can be made about the average gas consumption for LVMA:
5. Zip codes 89011, 89144, 89135, 89134, 89052 and 89143 are the highest consumers of gas 
per dwelling unit.
6. Only one zip code (89011 ) shows an average consumption higher than the national figure. 
This is not surprising since the average size of dwellings in the highest In this zip code and 
stands at 3,802 sqft (Fig. 4.1.3). The gas consumption of all other zip codes being lower than 
the national average can be explained by the fact that gas is chiefly used for heating and 
LVMA has only 2238 Annual Heating Degree Days (National Weather Service Forecast 
Office). Indicating shorter winters as compared to the rest of the country. Even so, more than 
half of the zip codes (27 out of 51 ) have an average gas consumption higher than the state 
average.
7. Again, as in the case of electricity consumption, the zip codes lying towards the center of 
LVMA are consuming less gas (exceptions are same as for electricity; 89107 and 89146). 
With the exception of zip code 89166, the City of Las Vegas and a large portion of Henderson 
are among the high consumers.
8. In the case of Natural gas, the national coefficient of 116.39 lb CO2 per MMBTU (“Unit 
Conversions” 2) is used for converting gas consumption to its equivalent CO2 emissions. The 
average dwelling unit in LVMA emits 0.2 tons more carbon dioxide (2.6 tons) annually from 
gas usage alone than Nevada’s average (2.4 tons).
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Fig. 4.1.10: Las Vegas Metro Area- Map Showing Average Annual Gas Consumption per
Dwelling Unit by Zip Code.
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Average energy consumption: The overall energy consumption trends (electricity + gas) could 
now be calculated. The average annual energy consumption of dwellings within the Las Vegas 
Metro Area for 2005 was 86.42 million BTU per dwelling unit. The state average was 81.21 million 
BTU (sum of 2004 electricity and 2005 gas consumption figures). The national average for 2001 
was 92.20 million BTU per dwelling unit.
Fig. 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 show the average annual energy consumption per dwelling unit by zip 
code. Fig. 4.1.14 was used to determine the classification ranges for the mapping and show the 
distribution of zip codes within specific consumption ranges.
The following observations can be made about the average energy consumption for LVMA:
1. Zip codes 89011, 89144, 89135, 89131, 89143 and 89052 are the highest consumers of 
energy per dwelling unit.
2. Data integration at zip code scale indicates that the older dwellings (before 1980) that lie 
towards the center (from Fig.4.1.2) are consuming less energy than newer dwellings towards 
the periphery. However, this relation between age and consumption may differ if consumption 
of all dwellings taken collectively Is analyzed as a function of Age. This analysis is undertaken 
in the next section.
3. 35% of zip codes (18 out of 51^) have an average annual energy consumption higher than 
the national average, while 55% of zip codes (28 out of 51) have an average consumption 
higher than the state average. However, since the state carbon coefficient for electricity 
generation is higher than the national coefficient, the average CO2 emissions of 30 zip codes 
(about 60% of zip codes) are above the national average. It should be noted that national 
averages cannot be taken as a benchmark either, since the United States’ CO2 emissions are 
5 times above the global average.
4. The average dwelling unit in LVMA emits 0.59 tons more CO2  (total 11.9 tons) annually from 
energy usage than the state of Nevada and 0.56 tons more than the calculated national 
average.
 ^Since gas data was not available for three zip codes, their total energy consumption cannot be estimated.
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Fig. 4.1.13: Las Vegas Metro Area- Map Showing Average Annual Energy Consumption per
Dwelling Unit by Zip Code.
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Average Energy Consumption per Square Foot 
It has been established so far that the average size of older dwellings is smaller than newer 
dwellings. Also, looking at the spatial configuration of dwellings in terms of Age (Fig.4.1.2) versus 
energy consumption (Fig.4.1.6 - 4.1.14) indicates that older dwellings are possibly consuming 
lesser energy as most of the zip codes In the central areas show lower average consumption. 
Thus, one can begin to argue that older dwellings in LVMA are consuming less energy because 
they are smaller in size. In order to determine the efficiency of dwellings irrespective o f their size, 
it Is necessary to look at their consumption per square foot of constructed area. To achieve this, 
the average size of dwelling unit per zip code shown in Fig.4.1.3 was divided by the average 
energy consumption for that zip code to obtain average energy consumption per square foot. 
Again, these trends were analyzed for electricity, gas and combined consumption. Fig. 4.1.15 - 
4.1.23 represent these trends for LVMA.
Average electricity consumption per square foot: The average annual electricity consumption 
per square foot within the Las Vegas Metro Area for 2005 was calculated to be 6.60 KWH per 
square foot. The national average (2001 ) stood at 5.40 KWH per square foot (refer to footnote 28, 
Chapter 3). In other words, for every constructed square foot, LVMA residences emit 1.2 more 
pounds of CO2 annually than the national average. The state average could not be estimated as 
no data could be found for average size of dwelling units for Nevada.
Flg.4.1.15 and 4.1.16 show the average annual electricity consumption per square foot by zip 
code. Fig. 4.1.17 shows the distribution of zip codes by average electricity consumption per 
square foot. Based on these figures and the calculated national average, it can be said that:
1. Zip codes 89030, 89107, 89002, 89106, 89101, 89108 are the highest consumers of 
electricity per square foot.
2. 80% of zip codes (43 out of 54) have average square foot consumption higher than the 
national average.
3. The zip codes lying towards the center of the metro area generally consume more electricity 
per square foot (Implying lower efficiency) than those towards the periphery.
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Fig. 4.1.15: Las Vegas Metro Area- Grapti Showing Average Annual Electricity Consumption per Square Foot by Zip Code.
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Fig. 4.1.16: Las Vegas Metro Area- Map Showing Average Annual Electricity Consumption per
Square Foot by Zip Code.
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Average gas consumption per square foot: The average annual gas consumption per square 
foot for LVMA was calculated to be 23.30 KBtu. The national average for 2001 was 36.66 KBtu 
per square foot (refer to footnote 28, Chapter 3).
Fig. 4.1.18 and 4.1.19 show the average annual gas consumption per square foot by zip 
code. Fig. 4.1.20 was used to determine the classification ranges for the mapping and show the 
distribution of zip codes within specific consumption ranges.
The following observations can be made about the average gas consumption per square foot:
1. Zip codes 89134, 89030, 89107, 89101, 89144 and 89135 are the highest consumers of 
natural gas per square foot. However, none of the zip codes show consumption higher than 
the national average. Again, it should be noted that the climate of LVMA is favorable for 
generating low levels of gas consumption as compared to the rest of the country, because 
gas is used mainly for space heating in winters.
2. On the basis of the Age-related spatial fabric shown In Fig.4.1.2, the consumption pattern 
indicates that older dwellings (pre-1980) are the higher consumers per square foot. However, 
some zip codes- although having a majority of dwellings built after 1980- show exception to 
this pattern (89130, 89134, 89143, 89144). Also, zip code 89109-although having a majority 
of dwellings built before 1980- shows a very low average consumption (18.9 KBtu/ sqft). 
These peculiar observations suggest more detailed studies be carried out at a micro-scale to 
study the effects of other variables such as orientation, vegetation, social behavior patterns, 
and other related parameters.
3. LVMA gains an advantage due to its favorable winter climate in terms of CO2 emissions from 
gas usage. The average dwelling emits 1.55 pounds less CO2 per square foot (2.71 lb/ sqft) 
than the national average (4.27 lb/ sqft). However, whether or not this advantage results in 
lesser overall CO2 emissions per square foot depends on the cumulative emissions from gas 
and electricity, which will be examinedin the following section.
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Fig. 4.1.19: Las Vegas Metro Area- Map Showing Average Annual Gas Consumption per Square
Foot by Zip Code.
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Fig. 4.1.20: Las Vegas Metro Area- Distribution of Zip Codes By Average Annual Gas 
Consumption per Square Foot.
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Average energy consumption per square foot: The average annual energy consumption per 
square foot for LVMA was calculated to be 45.82 KBtu/ sqft. Using the same calculation method 
(energy consumption per dwelling unit divided by average dwelling size), the national average for 
2001 was found to be 46.68 KBtu/ sqft. However, the 2001 Residential Energy Consumption 
Survey puts this figure at 45 KBtu/ sqft (refer to footnote 28, Chapter 3).
Fig.4.1.20 and 4.1.21 show the average annual energy consumption per square foot.
Fig.4.1.22 shows the distribution of zip codes within specific consumption ranges. Based on the 
aggregated data for energy consumption and the resultant CO2 emissions, it is concluded that:
4. Zip codes 89030, 89107, 89101, 89106, 89108 and 89134 are the highest consumers of 
energy per square foot. 45% of zip codes (23 out of 51 ) have an average annual energy 
consumption higher than the national average. The average consumption of City of Las 
Vegas (48.15 KBtu/ sqft) and North Las Vegas (47.59 KBtu/ sqft) is higher than the national 
average, and also higher than LVMA average.
5. On the basis of the Age-related spatial fabric shown in Fig.4.1.2, the consumption pattern 
indicates that older dwellings (pre-1980) are the higher consumers per square foot. A few of 
the newer zip codes (post-1980) are exceptions to this pattern of direct relation between Age 
and square foot consumption. These are 89031, 89032, 89134, 89142, 89143, and 89144, 
and show consumption towards the higher side. On the contrary, some older zip codes 
(majority dwellings pre -1980), exhibit low consumption patterns. These are 89102, 89103, 
89109, 89119, and 89146. As stated earlier during analysis of gas consumption per square 
foot, these anomalous regions carry immense potential for future studies to compare 
successful versus unsuccessful developments and may unveil valuable information about 
efficient design strategies.
6. In spite of Southern Nevada’s sunny climate that spares us a huge chunk of energy use for 
space heating, LVMA annually emits 1.24 more pounds of CO2 (total 12.74 lbs/ sqft) for every 
constructed square foot from residential energy usage compared to the national average 
(11.5 lbs/ sqft).
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Fig, 4.1.22; Las Vegas Metro Area- Map Showing Average Annual Energy Consumption per 
Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.1.23; Las Vegas Metro Area- Distribution of Zip Codes by Average Annual Energy 
Consumption per Square Foot.
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It is clear from the above analysis that residential energy consumption in LVMA is much 
higher than national averages. Also, some zip codes consistently stand out for their highly 
intensive energy use (such as 89011 and 89144), and generally have both high electricity and 
gas consumption. However, in some cases, the consumption per square foot for these zip codes 
was lower than average. This indicates that the dwellings In these zip codes do not lack 
construction technology or other factors that enhance building efficiency needed to achieve lower 
consumption. While It Is beyond the scope of this research to delve into details of relations 
between energy consumption and demographic factors such as median income, family size, and 
other related factors, it is worth mentioning that there seems an almost parallel relation between 
median income and energy consumption by zip code (Appendix 4.2). Such demographic relations 
can be explored In future studies and used to develop local energy conservation models that take 
social aspects into account.
Table 4.1.1 summarizes 2005 average consumptions by city, and marks these in reference to 
national, state (for the years mentioned) and LVMA averages. It Is seen that City of Las Vegas 
and Henderson exhibit overall higher consumption than North Las Vegas and Incorporated Clark 
County. These city-scale averages also show that the same data pool when grouped at different 
scales (zip code, city) gives a very different picture of consumption trends. It Is necessary that 
these trends also be studied at the smallest possible scale (street level), so that one can not only 
quantify the age-size-energy for the entire region but also establish these relations specifically for 
each zip code.
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Table 4.1.1 : Comparison of Average Consumptions of the Studied Cities with Regional, State and National Averages.
CD00
Consumption
Type Henderson North Las Vegas City of Las Vegas
Incorporated
Eiectricity per 
DU
(KWH/ DU)
13,593 11,444 12,819 11,323 12,248 f î 11,729 f t 10,656 H :
Gas per DU 
(MBtu/ DU)
46.88 m 37.93 48.5 42.03 44.63 fi 41.19 fi 72.4
Totai Energy 
per DU 
(MBtu/ DU)
93.26 76.98 92.24 80.66 86.42 fi 81.21 fi 92.2
Electricity per 
sqft
(KWH/sqft)
6.62 7.22 ft 6.84 tî 6.13 6.60 î na na 5.40
Gas per sqft 
(KBtu/ sqft)
22.71 : 22.97 24.83 et 22.02 23.3 i na na 36.66
Total Energy 
per sqft 
(KBtu/ sqft)
45.30 47.59 f t 48.15 42.93 45.82 i na na 46.68
Symbols:
Higher /  Lower than LVMA Average 
Higher /  Lower than State Average 
Higher /  Lower than Nationai Average "j"/
Data Aggregation by Street 
The average consumption of dwellings in LVMA for 2005 has been established so far. Also, 
the average consumption for each zip code has been mapped and compared to regional, state 
and national averages. However, when dealing with a region that encompasses four different 
jurisdictions, but essentially occupy the same geography. It Is imperative that the data be 
aggregated without zip code boundaries to show consumption trends across the region (LVMA). 
Such data grouping would show consumption range (average per street) and its distribution 
across the entire LVMA residential sector. Fig. 4.1.24 and 4.1.25 represent the aggregated 
electricity consumption data for LVMA streets (averaged from 687,864 metered dwellings) and 
shows the distribution of streets by their average annual electricity consumption. Analyzing the 
background data, it is found that out of all the streets for which data is available, 74% of the 
streets have an average greater than U.S. average, 64% of streets have an average greater than 
Nevada average, and 60% of the streets are above LVMA average in terms of electricity 
consumption per dwelling unit. Similarly, for electricity consumption per square foot, 87.2% of 
dwellings have an average consumption greater than U.S. average, and 68% of dwellings have 
an average greater than LVMA average. These indicators provide strong benchmarks for 
conservation targets, and present a quick reference picture of current LVMA consumption 
patterns. Similarly, distribution of streets by energy consumption is aggregated for City of 
Henderson, North Las Vegas, City of Las Vegas and Incorporated Clark County (Fig. 4.2.1(a), 
4.3.1(a),4.4.1(a), 4.5.1(a)).
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Fig. 4.1.24: Las Vegas Metro Area- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity 
Consumption per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.1.25: Las Vegas Metro Area- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity 
Consumption per Square Foot.
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Average Energy Consumption as a Function of Age 
It has been established so far that when aggregated by zip codes (265 to 32,234 dwellings^); 
older dwellings exhibit lower consumption per dwelling unit, but higher consumption per square 
foot (with a few noted exceptions). If zip code boundaries are dissolved' and all dwellings within 
LVMA are grouped by their year of construction, then the relation between age and energy can 
be studied for a much larger sampling. Such a collective analysis of all dwellings in LVMA is 
presented in this section and shows that the older the dwelling, the larger the consumption (per 
dwelling as well as per square foot). This trend is shown in Fig.4.1.26. However, it should be 
noted that such an analysis dilutes the effect that micro-climatic factors such as vegetation or 
orientation, as well as demographic factors such as income levels, individual attitudes etc (that 
are peculiar to a particular neighborhood or zip code), play in energy consumption. These are 
best reflected at the zip code and street scale aggregation of data. For example, if we examine 
zip code 89103, which is an older zip code (89% of dwellings constructed before 1985), it is seen 
that the average annual consumption of dwellings built before year 1985 is 11 MWH, while the 
average consumption of dwellings built after 2000 is 17 MWH. This clearly shows that assuming 
the relations derived at regional scales to also apply for local scales such as zip codes can be 
erroneous and defeat the purpose of local studies. On the other hand, regional scale analysis 
offer comprehensive normalization of data and are helpful in establishing state or regional policies 
in future. Fig.4.26 shows that there is a general regression trend for both dwelling unit 
consumption and square foot consumption. However, as stated in Chapter 3, the sharp drop in 
2005 consumption does not mean that dwellings built in 2005 are consuming that much less 
energy, but is reflective of unreliability of the data that is on the fringes (refer Chapter 3, section 
titled ‘Data Presentation’). Table 4.1.3 summarizes average consumption as a function of Age for 
LVMA, and also shows a comparison of percentage of dwelling units by Age and their respective 
energy consumption. Similar analysis for the other cities is shown in Table 4.1.4 -  4.1.7, and is 
followed by street-scale energy and CO2  emissions mapping by zip code.
 ^This is the range of number of dwelling units comprising the zip codes.
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Table 4.1.2(a): Data Summary: Las Vegas Metro Area.
Number of streets analyzed 25,496
Oldest dwelling on record by year of construction (Assessor’s database) 1909
Oldest metered dwelling unit (Nevada Power database) 1906
Average size of dwelling unit (sqft)
Average electricity consumption per dwelling unit for Year 2005 (KWH/ DU)
1,915
12,065
Average electricity consumption per constructed square foot (KWH/ sqft) 6.30
Table 4.1.2(b): Streets with the Highest Electricity Consumption in 2005 in Las Vegas Metro 
Area.
Zip Code Street Name KWH/ DU Zip Code Street Name KWH/sqft
89032 Brooks 698684 89030 Equador 99.83
89109 Westwood 362956 89123 Ladybug Bend 67.30
89128 Rampart 301678 89141 Valley View 65.48
89131 Diamond Stream 299997 89118 Sunset 57.98
89031 Bloomer Hills 299997 89131 Emerald Brook 54.47
89081 Shadow Creek 291547 89085 Hamilton Falls 51.77
89113 Spanish Gate 242760 89141 Ladyburn 43.55
89120 Tomiyasu 241849 89031 Treasure Hills 41.20
89141 Industrial 218343 89081 Shadow Creek 41.07
89134 Enclave 208265 89178 Cerritos 36.88
Table 4.1.3: Age, Size and Energy Relation of Dwellings in Las Vegas Metro Area.
Age : Percentage Percentage energy
Range of dwellings used of total 1 Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft I
A i B C D Ê 1
upto 1949 0.00% 0.00% 1 14411 12.66 i
1950-59 0.00% 0.01% 1 15156 11.30 i
1960-69 0.12% 0.14% I 13954 9.17 I
1970-79 2.43% 2.81% 1 14167 8.77 ]
1980-84 24.56% 25 46% 12699 8.17 i
1985-89 11.09% 10 72% 11836 6.54
1990-95 18.09% 18.35% i 12431 6.48 1
1996-00 21.17% 20.93% i 12115 6.01
2001 4.20% 4.38% I 12760 5.85
2002 6.38% 6.59% 12665 5.64 i
2003 5.09% 5.03% I 12100 5.51 i
2004 4.30% 4.05% 11548 5.41 1
2005 2.55% 1.53% 7335 3.36
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Efficiency Factor
Based on Table 4.1.3, one can now calculate which category of dwellings (by Age) are 
consuming the least energy for the most number of dwellings and vice versa. This is done by 
subtracting Column C from Column B. When the percentage of dwellings of an Age range is more 
than the percentage of energy consumed by them (of the total site energy of LVMA), then the 
efficiency of dwellings built in that range is positive. In this manner, the Efficiency Factor for 
LVMA is plotted in Fig.4.1.27 below.
Fig. 4.1.27: Las Vegas Metro Area- Efficiency Factor of Dwellings by Range of Year of 
Construction.
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This shows that the Efficiency Factor is the lowest (-0.9) for dwellings built between 1980 and 
1984. On the basis of this analysis, it is concluded that in the Las Vegas Metro Area, dwellings 
built between 1980-1984 (forming about a quarter of all dwellings) are the least efficient 
compared to other Age ranges.
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Table 4.1.4: Age, Size and Energy Relation of Dwellings in the City of Henderson.
Age Range
Percentage 
of dwellings
Percentage energy 
used of total Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft
up to 1949 0.00% o.6o% 15194 14.39
1950-59 na na na na
1960-69 0.00% 0.00% 24646 16.87
1970-79 3.52% 3.77% 14589 9.18
1980-84 8.31% 8.62% 14094 9.14
1985-89 10.43% 10.75% 14001 7.47
1990-95 22.08% 23.43% 14425 7 00
1996-00 30.06% 29.87% 13510 6.51
2001 5.52% 5.50% 13549 5.85
2002 6.74% 6.80% 13698 5.79
2003 4.90% 4.65% 12904 5.71
2004 5.12% 4.83% 12822 5.73
2005 3.32% 1.78% 7286 3.25
Efficiency Factor
In the City of Henderson, the Efficiency Factor (Fig. 4.1.29) is found to be the lowest for 
dwellings built between 1990 and 1995 (-1.35). This Age range makes 22% of all dwellings in 
Henderson. Other Age ranges which show negative Efficiency Factor are 1970-79 (-0.26), 1980- 
84 (-0.31), 1985-89 (-0.31), and to a very small extent the year 2000 (-0.05).
Fig. 4.1.29: City of Henderson- Efficiency Factor of Dwellings by Range of Year of Construction.
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C/) Fig. 4.1.30: City of North Las Vegas- Comparative Trends Between Annuai Eiectricity Consumption per Dweiiing Unit and per 
Square Foot as a Function of Age.
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Table 4.1.5: Age, Size and Energy Relation of Dwellings in the City of North Las Vegas.
Age Range
Percentage 
of dwellings
Percentage energy 
used of total Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft
up to 1949 na na na na
1950-59 na na na na
1960-69 0.00% 0.00% 13564 11.05
1970-79 • 0.76% 0.99% 15009 11.92
1980-84 24.37% 25.96% 12194 9.69
1985-89 6.66% 6.91% 11878 7 95
1990-95 17.84% 18.69% 11994 7.48
1996-00 20.95% 20.03% 10944 6.88
2001 4.66% 4.34% 10657 6.18
2002 5,91% 6.26% 12133 6.71
2003 7.30% 7.43% 11658 6.31
2004 6.71% 6.71% 11442 5.95
2005 4.85% 2.69% 6355 2.95
Efficiency Factor
Continuing the trend established by LVMA and City of Las Vegas, the dwellings built between 
1980 and 1984 in North Las Vegas show the lowest Efficiency Factor (-1.59) and form about a 
quarter (24.37%) of the total dweiiing units existing in North Las Vegas.
Fig, 4.1.31 : City of North Las Vegas- Efficiency Factor of Dwellings by Range of Year of 
Construction.
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Table 4.1.6: Age, Size and Energy Relation of Dwellings in the City of Las Vegas.
Age Range
Percentage 
of dwellings
Percentage energy 
used of total Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft
up to 1949 0.00% 0.00% 18253 15 17
1950-59 0.01% 0.01% 15156 10.90
1960-69 0.32% 0.34% 13900 8.93
1970-79 2.54% 2.70% 13609 8.29
1980-84 27.93% 29.36% 13481 8.53
1985-89 13.82% 12.85% 11920 6.49
1990-95 20.93% 20.25% 12406 6.36
1996-00 20.02% 19.29% 12359 5.83
2001 2.66% 3.06% 14736 6.02
2002 4.05% 4.50% 14262 5.82
2003 3.94% 4.01% 13045 5.27
2004 2.76% 2.71% 12585 5.38
2005 1.02% 0.92% 11533 4.69
Efficiency Factor
Again, in the City of Las Vegas, the dwellings built between 1980 and 1984 show the lowest 
Efficiency Factor (-1.43) while also forming the most number of dweiiing units (about 28%).
Fig. 4.1.33: City of Las Vegas- Efficiency Factor of Dwellings by Range of Year of Construction.
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C/) Fig. 4.1.34: Incorporated Clark County- Comparative Trends Between Annual Electricity Consumption per Dwelling Unit and per Square Foot as a 
Function of Age.
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Table 4.1.7: Age, Size and Energy Relation of Dwellings in Incorporated Clark County.
Age Range
Percentage . 
of dwellings
Percentage energy 
used of total Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft
up to 1949 0.00% 0.00% 10807 8.67
1950-59 na na na na
1960-69 0.01% 0.01% 15711 9.72
1970-79 2.45% 3.13% 14449 8.67
1980-84 27.98% 29.18% 11813 7.05
1985-89 9.98% 9.43% 10712 6.05
1990-95 13.27% 13.18% 11246 5.78
1996-00 18.66% 18.66% 11329 5.58
2001 5.18% 5.47% 11961 5.60
2002 8.98% 9.24% 11656 5.30
2003 5.64% 5.61% 11272 5.26
2004 4.78% 4.36% 10341 5.04
2005 3.06% 1.72% 6375 3.16
Efficiency Factor
Again, Clark County consumption analysis in terms of Efficiency Factor shows that the 
dwellings built from 1980 to 1984 have the lowest Efficiency Factor (-1.20) and form about 28% of 
the dwelling units in Clark County.
Fig. 4.1.35: Incorporated Clark County- Efficiency Factor of Dwellings by Range of Year of 
Construction.
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Having established regional, city-scale and zip code average consumptions, as well as Age- 
related consumption patterns, the research now goes into street-scale analysis for each zip code, 
and maps street averages for electricity consumption per dwelling unit and per square foot. The 
maps- arranged numerically and by City (refer to Appendix 3.2 for list of zip codes by City) - also 
show individual parcels color-coded to highlight their Age range. The Legend on the right of each 
map shows the consumption range under which each street falls and marks the range of national, 
state and regional averages for comparison. A second column within the key shows the 
corresponding CO2 emissions of that consumption range. As mentioned in Chapter 3, since the 
street scale Information for gas consumption is not available, the average CO2  emission from gas 
usage for that zip code is mentioned at the bottom of each Legend.
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City of Henderson
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Table 4.2.1(a): Data Summary: City of Henderson.
Number of streets analyzed 4,411
Oldest dweiiing on record by year of construction (Assessor’s database) 1925
Oldest metered dwelling unit (Nevada Power database) 1906
Average size of dwelling unit (sqft) 2,038
Average electricity consumption per dwelling unit for Year 2005 (KWH/ DU) 13,593
Average eiectricity consumption per constructed square foot (KWH/ sqft) 6.62
Table 4.2.1(b): City of Henderson Zip Codes and their Average Annual Electricity Consumption 
and CO2  Emissions per Dweiiing Unit.
Zip Code Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft Average CO2 emissions (tons)
89002 18788 8.50 na
89011 24451 6.43 23.43
89012 12785 6.12 12.29
89014 13459 6.82 12.74
89015 13156 7.43 12.30
89044 8422 4.26 7.81
89052 13886 5.79 13.94
89074 14809 6.89 14.22
Table 4.2.2: City of Henderson Streets with the Highest Eiectricity Consumption in 2005.
i Zip Code Street Name KWH/ DU Zip Code Street Name KWH/sqft
89014 Serene 158435 89015 Via Del Corallo 29.30
89015 Feather Point 104580 89015 Lynn 28.04
89052 Paseo Verde 99999 89015 Colorado Creek 26.33
89052 Majestic Ridge 96383 89015 Perlite 24.56
89015 Empire Mesa 87936 89044 Bermuda 21 16
89011 Rue Mediterra 85125 89044 Braehead 20.03
89052 Club Point 80373 89015 Oslo 19.78
89044 Bermuda 80143 89015 Wells 18.32
89015 Paradise Hills 80087 89044 Roban 18.11
89052 Carina 76080 89015 Carneros 17.63
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Fig. 4.2.1(a): City of Henderson- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity Consumption 
per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.2.3(a): Zip Code 89011- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.2.3(b): Zip Code 89011- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.2.4(a): Zip Code 89012- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.2.4(b): Zip Code 89012- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.2.5(a): Zip Code 89014- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.2.5(b): Zip Code 89014- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Table 4.3.1(a): Data Summary: City of North Las Vegas.
Number of streets analyzed 3,905
Oldest dwelling on record by year of construction (Assessor’s database) 1909
Oldest metered dwelling unit (Nevada Power database) 1960
Average size of dwelling unit (sqft)
Average electricity consumption per dwelling unit for Year 2005 (KWH/ DU)
1.622
11.444
Average electricity consumption per constructed square foot (KWH/ sqft) 7.22
Table 4.3.1(b): City of North Las Vegas Zip Codes and their Average Annual Electricity 
Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
Zip Code Average KWH/ DU Average KWH/sqft Average CO2  emissions (tons)
89030 11697 9.97 10.96
89031 12324 6.97 11.84
89032 11546 7.03 11.14
89081 9857 4.73 9.28
89084 10728 5.01 9.99
89085 7470 2.98 0.00
89086 11524 4.78 10 50
89115 10339 7.49 9 86
89156 12002 7.83 11.40
Table 4.3.2 City of North Las Vegas Streets with the Highest Electricity Consumption in 2005.
Zip Code Street Name KWH/ DU Zip Code Street Name KWH/sqft
89032 Brooks 698684 89030 Equador 99.83
89031 Bloomer Hills 299997 89085 Hamilton Falls 51.77
89081 Shadow Creek 291547 89031 Treasure Hills 41.20
89030 Equador 136221 89081 Shadow Creek 41.07
89084 Harbor Master 127824 89081 Country Dancer 28.44
89085 Hamilton Falls 99999 89086 Andrew David 28.30
89084 Hawks Glide 92673 89032 Remembrance 26.26
89031 Kingfishers Catch 89306 89081 Blush Noisette 25.58
89081 Country Dancer 75817 89156 Cheyenne 25.07
89084 Redhead 68801 89084 Hawks Glide 24.17
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Fig. 4.3.1(a): City of North Las Vegas- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity
Consumption per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.3.2(a): Zip code 89030- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.3.2(b): Zip code 89030- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig.4.3.3(a): Zip code 89031- Average Annual Electricity Consumption And CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig.4.3.7(b): Zip code 89085 Average annual electricity consumption and CO2 emissions per square foot.
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Fig.4.3.8(a): Zip code 89086- Average annual electricity consumption and CO 2 emissions per dwelling unit.
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Fig.4.3.8(b): Zip code 89086- Average annual electricity consumption and CO2 emissions per square foot.
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Fig.4.3.9(a): Zip code 89115- Average annual electricity consumption and CO2 emissions per dwelling unit.
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Fig.4.3.9(b): Zip code 89115- Average annual electricity consumption and CO 2  emissions per square foot.
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Fig.4.3.10(a): Zip code 89156- Average annual electricity consumption and CO2 emissions per dwelling unit.
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Fig.4.3.10(b): Zip code 89156- Average annuai electricity consumption and CO2 emissions per square foot.
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Table 4.4.1(a): Data Summary: City of Las Vegas.
Number of streets analyzed 9,622
Oldest dwelling on record by year of construction (Assessor’s database) 1910
Oldest metered dwelling unit (Nevada Power database) 1909
Average size of dwelling unit (sqft) 1,921
Average electricity consumption per dwelling unit for Year 2005 (KWH/ DU) 12819
Average electricity consumption per constructed square foot (KWH/ sqft) 6 84
Table 4.4.1(b): City of Las Vegas Zip Codes and their Average Annuai Electricity Consumption 
and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
Zip
Code
Average
KWH/DU
Average
KWH/sqft
Average CO2 1 
emissions (tons);
Zip 
1 Code
Average 
KWH/ DU
Average
KWH/sqft
Average CO2 
emissions (tons)
89101 9948 8.26 9.61 1189130 13237 6.85 12.94
89102 11044 6.29 10 58 89131 15703 6.64 15.10
89104 11753 7.81 11.16 189134 12916 6.51 13.38
89106 11210 8.33 10.52 i 89138 13292 5.69 13.29
89107 14804 9.14 14.05 89143 14564 6.62 14.35
89108 12081 8.02 11 47 89144 13693 5.91 14.15
89110 12926 7.85 12.32 89145 12904 6.83 12.67
89117 13255 5.47 13.32 89146 14537 6.69 13.91
89128 12075 6.27 11.90 i 189149 15017 6.47 13.88
89129 13004 6.09 12.67 i 89166 8952 4.88 8.17
Table 4.4.2: City of Las Vegas Streets with the Highest Electricity Consumption in 2005.
Zip Code Street Name KWH/ DU Zip Code Street Name KWH/sqft
89128 Rampart 301678 89131 Emerald Brook 54.47
89131 Diamond Stream 299997 89108 Primrose Path 32.98
89134 Enclave 208265 89143 Guy 30.10
89145 Kings Gate 139575 89117 Black Brothers 25.69
89134 Players Club 128205 89131 Indian Village 24.93
89117 Black Brothers 116494 89131 Shenandoah Springs 23.97
89131 Shenandoah Springs 107055 89149 Modern 23.75
89131 Emerald Brook 100980 89149 Picturesque 23.35
89134 Hiilpointe 96360 89149 Wiidherd 22.90
89102 Spring Mountain 94291 89138 May Weed 22.40
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Fig. 4.4.1(a): City of Las Vegas- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity Consumption
per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.1(b): City of Las Vegas - Distribution of Streets by Average Annuai Eiectricity Consumption 
per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.2(a): Zip code 89101- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.2(b): Zip code 89101- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.3(a); Zip code 89102- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.3(b): Zip code 89102- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.4(a): Zip code 89104- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.4(b): Zip code 89104- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.5(b): Zip code 89106- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.6(a): Zip code 89107- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.6(b): Zip code 89107- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.7(a): Zip code 89108- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.7(b); Zip code 89108- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.9(a): Zip code 89117- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and COg Emissions per Dwelling Unit
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Fig. 4.4.9(b): Zip code 89117- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.10(b): Zip code 89128-Average Annual Electricity Consumption and COg Emissions per Square Foot
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Fig. 4.4.11(a): Zip code 89129-Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.11(b): Zip code 89129-Average Annual Eiectricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.12(a): Zip code 89130- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dweiiing Unit
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Fig. 4.4.12(b): Zip code 89130- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot
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Fig. 4.4.13(a): Zip code 89131-Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Dweiiing Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.13(b): Zip code 89131- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.14(a): Zip code 89134- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.15(a): Zip code 89138- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO; Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.4.15(b): Zip code 89138- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO; Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.18(b): Zip code 89145- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.19(b): Zip code 89146- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.4.21(b); Zip code 89166- Average Annuai Eiectricity Consumption and GO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Table 4.5.1(a): Data Summary- Incorporated Clark County.
Number of streets analyzed
Oldest dwelling on record by year of construction (Assessor's database)
7,558
1921
Oidest metered dweiiing unit (Nevada Power database) 1909
Average size of dweiiing unit (sqft)
Average electricity consumption per dwelling unit for Year 2005 (KWH/ DU)
1,926
11,323
Average electricity consumption per constructed square foot (KWH/ sqft) 6.13
Table 4.5.1(b): Incorporated Clark County Zip Codes and their Average Annual Electricity 
Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dweiiing Unit.
Zip Code AverageKWH/DU
Average
KWH/sqft
Average
CO2
emissions
(tons)
Zip
Code
Average 
KWH/ DU
Average
KWH/sqft
Average
CO2
emissions
(tons)
89103 9649 6.06 9.59 89135 14230 6.02 14.43
89109 8397 4.73 8.33 89139 12378 6.00 11.22
89113 13043 5.56 12.60 89141 15208 6.35 14.55
89118 10167 5.12 9.83 89142 11973 7.62 11.46
89119 9717 6.33 9 66 89147 10746 5.86 10 71
89120 15268 7.52 14 32 89148 10998 5.19 10.65
89121 12754 7.44 12.25 89178 7060 3.29 6.40
89122 10135 6.51 9.55 89179 1925 1.12 0.00
89123 12185 6.25 11.78 89135 14230 6.02 14.43
Table 4.5.2: Incorporated Clark County Streets with the Highest Eiectricity Consumption in 2005.
Zip Code Street Name KWH/ DU Zip Code Street Name KWH/sqft
89109 Westwood 362956 89123 Ladybug Bend 67.30
89113 Spanish Gate 242760 89141 Valley View 65.48
89120 Tomiyasu 241849 89118 Sunset 57.98
89141 Industrial 218343 89141 Ladyburn 43.55
89113 Tioga 195320 89178 Cerritos 36.88
89141 Valley View 186300 89139 Baroque 36.23
89118 Graphic Center 173723 89121 Park 35.63
89119 Haven 170621 89148 Bryce Rose 35.45
89141 Balmoral Castle 158504 89123 Salmon Leap 34.32
89113 Vintage 102742 89120 Tomiyasu 34.21
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Fig. 4.5.1 (a): Incorporated Clark County- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity
Consumption per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.5.1(b): Incorporated Clark County- Distribution of Streets by Average Annual Electricity 
Consumption per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.2(b): Zip code 89103- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.3(a): Zip code 89109- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dweliing Unit.
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Fig. 4.5.3(b): Zip code 89109- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.4(a): Zip code 89113- Average Annuai Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Dwelling Unit
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Fig. 4.5.4(b): Zip code 89113- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2 Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.5(b): Zip code 89118- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.6(b): Zip code 89119- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.7(a): Zip code 89120- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Dwelling Unit.
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Fig. 4.5.7(b): Zip code 89120- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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Fig. 4.5.8(b); Zip code 89121- Average Annual Electricity Consumption and CO2  Emissions per Square Foot.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS
The Las Vegas Metropolitan Area is the fastest growing metropolitan area in the nation. As 
mentioned in Chapter 4, the population of this region has more than doubled since 1990. To 
attempt emissions reductions below 1990 levels while the number of housing units continue to 
grow 5% each year (Ramrattan 13), is like swimming against a tide. The basic premise of the four 
questions posed in Chapter 1 is to evaluate the present situation of the region, so that one can be 
then prepare to accomplish this task. The answers to these questions and the findings of this 
study are summarized here.
The first question, “What are the current energy consumption trends in the Las Vegas Metro 
Area? How do the three cities (City of Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, Henderson) and Incorporated 
Clark County, compare in terms of energy consumption? What are the consumption trends at the 
zip code scale, and also within each zip code?”, is summarized in Table 4.1.1. Given LVMA’s 
climate, it is not surprising that the average gas consumption of the collective region as well as all 
the cities is lower than the national average. However, in comparison to the state average, this is 
not so, even though LVMA comprises 63% of the total housing units in the state. In other words, 
the rest of the Nevada dwellings (37%) are on an average consuming less gas per dwelling unit 
as compared to the average LVMA dwelling, so that they effectively bring down the average gas 
consumption of the state (this, despite the fact that northern Nevada has colder winters than 
LVMA).
While the average electricity consumption per dwelling unit can be considered an 
assessment of individual attitudes (among other factors), the consumption per square foot gives a 
snapshot of the efficiency of the building. In terms of electricity consumption, the average dwelling 
in LVMA is consuming 15% more than the national average and emitting 2.5 tons more CO2 from
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electricity use alone (while the US leads the world in per capita CO2 emissions). The City of 
Henderson shows the highest average electricity consumption per dwelling, followed by the City 
of Las Vegas. The average consumption of all the cities is higher than the national average. 
While average dwelling consumption in North Las Vegas is comparable to the national average 
(about 7% higher), its average consumption per square foot is the highest, indicating that North 
Las Vegas dwellings are the least efficient.
The second question. W hich zip codes, and the areas within, are the hotspots for energy 
consumption?, can be answered with confidence: In terms of average dwelling consumption per 
zip code, five zip codes stand out for exceptionally high average. These are 89011, 89131, 
89141, and 89149 (Fig.4.1.7, 4.1.10, 4.1.13).’ While some of these show relatively lower 
consumption per square foot (hence suggesting efficiency), it must be noted that these zip codes 
form the largest carbon footprint in the valley due to their high dwelling consumption. Also of 
special concern are zip codes 89074, 89107 and 89120, because they not only show very high 
average dwelling consumption (amongst the top 10), but also stand out in terms of consumption 
per square foot. There is no doubt that these zip codes should be on the highest priority for 
retrofitting measures as they exhibit low technological efficiency combined with high individual 
consumption patterns and relatively large dwelling sizes (Fig.4.1.3, 4.1.13, 4.1.16).
A list of LVMA streets with the highest consumption patterns is given in Table 4.1.2(b). This 
data offers precise information about neighborhoods that need to be on high priority for 
conservation campaigns and instigating individual initiatives. Studying the street-scale maps, a 
common trend observed is that consumption patterns are consistent within ‘clusters’, indicating 
that certain neighborhoods, even with disparate orientations within them, tend to be more 
‘successful’ than others in close proximity. This phenomena stimulates further questions related 
to effects of size and type of vegetation, urban heat islands, construction regulations and 
techniques, that are shared by neighborhoods constructed by the same developer and in the 
same year. Combined with social factors such as income levels and individual attitudes, each
’ 89002 also shows high average consumption, but since this was calculated from a dataset 
(available) of only two dwellings at the time of the study, it cannot be considered a pattern.
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street-scale map becomes a prolific database for future studies that integrate physical and social 
sciences.
From findings of the study, answering the third question of finding the relation between age, 
size and energy consumption, was the most complicated in terms of the various scales that the 
were dealt within the study. While at the zip code scale, older dwellings (pre-1980) appear to 
contribute a smaller carbon footprint, at a regional scale this trend is fluctuating. While dwellings 
built between 1970-84 showed a consistently negative Efficiency Factor (Figs. 4.1.27 -4.1.35), 
this is also true for the dwellings built in 2001. As in all the cities, 2001 dwellings showed a 
negative Efficiency Factor. Considering all LVMA dwellings collectively, the overall performance 
of 2001 dwellings is only marginally better than 1980-84 dwellings; a highly surprising 
phenomena considering the probable improvements in construction standards during this period.^ 
A comparison of average consumption by Age to national figures is shown in Table 5.1, and 
indicates that ‘Age-Energy’ trends are vastly different in pre-1980 LVMA dwellings as compared 
to national figures (“2001 Consumption and Expenditures Tables”).
Table 5.1; Comparison of Las Vegas Metro Area and U.S Average Residential Electricity 
Consumption of Dwellings as a Function of Age.
Age Range 
(Year of Construction)
LVMA 
(KWH/ DU)
U.S 
(KWH/ DU)
before 1949 14411 8332
1950-59 15156 9533
1960-69 13954 9586
1970-79 14167 11971
1980-89 12431 12534
1990-2001 12309 12827
2002 12665 na
2003 12100 na
2004 11548 na
2005 7335 na
 ^2001 dwellings are constructed under more stringent Building Energy Codes. Between 1970 
and 2001, at least three Building Energy codes have been upgraded since the first energy code - 
“Energy Conservation Standards for New Building Construction," was adopted on 1 Jan, 1978. 
"Regulations for the Conservation of Energy in New Building Construction" was adopted on July 
8, 1988, and the 1992 version of the Model Energy Code (MEC) was adopted by LVMA (“Nevada 
Additional State Info”).
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Table 5.1 indicates that while U.S averages show escalating consumption for newer 
dwellings, in the case of LVMA, the opposite is true (the exception being dwellings built between 
1970-79). Dwellings built between 1980-2001 show similar average consumption for LVMA and 
U.S.
The fourth question; reductions needed for meeting Kyoto Protocol targets; has been largely 
answered in the last section of Chapter 3 and summarized in Table 3.12. Considering a scenario 
with no changes in Supply-Side Management, individual reduction targets for overall energy 
consumption by 2012 stand at 71% of 2005 consumption. Electricity consumption would need to 
be cut down by 55% and gas consumption by 86%. Even if SSM initiatives are taken into 
account, 60% reductions would need to be achieved in overall consumption (31% in electricity 
use and 86% in gas use), so that 7% less of 1990 CO2  emissions of the region are at par with 
population growth. It is noteworthy that in 1990, the average dwelling unit consumption of LVMA 
stood at 12,827 MWH/ DU (see Appendix 3.4), as compared to 12,248 MWH/ DU in 2005, which 
means that in the last 15 years there has not been a significant drop in average dwelling 
consumption despite changes in technology.
Although beyond the scope of this study, these findings lead towards the next pertinent 
question - Is it possible to achieve these targets? If utilized effectively, southern Nevada’s 
potential for renewable energy generation along with conservation efforts make it possible to 
accomplish this task. Immediate and proactive efforts in both DSM and SSM programs would be 
needed. Even if SSM programs were instilled, energy conservation measures would need to 
reduce average dwelling consumption by about 60% (Scenario B). Is it at all possible to bring 
down the average dwelling consumption of Las Vegas Metro Area by 60% in the next four years 
(2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 ; so that 2012 aggregate consumption would be as per targets)? By 
simple division, this would mean a target reduction of 15% annually, for the next four years.
‘Spot-checks’ examining individual energy consumption for two residences within LVMA, 
prove how this task is not only possible, but deceptively simple for at least the first year of Las 
Vegas Climate Change Action Plan, giving legislators, utility providers and residents enough time 
to organize more aggressive actions for the other three years. In the first year (2008), residents
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can bring down their annual consumption by employing simple strategies with moderate 
investment, as done by the single-family residence studied here on Villa Hermosa Drive, zip code 
89121 (Fernândez-Gonzâlez). This residence is a great example to emulate because it achieves 
an annual consumption of 9,496 KWH on a street whose average consumption stands at 15,164 
KWH (refer to Fig;4.5.8(a)) without employing active systems (such as solar Photovoltaics) that 
require substantial upfront investment. According to the owner of the house, this low consumption 
is achieved largely by checking individual consumption patterns that often lead to ‘energy abuse.’ 
The owners keep the thermostats at 80°F in the summer and 65°F in the winter. Other measures 
include use of Compact Fluorescent Lamps and dimmers in high-use areas. Although the 
dwelling is east-west facing, a 15-foot Mulberry tree shades the west façade alongside the largest 
window in the house (5’ x 5’). The front lawn is covered partially with turf as well as dry 
landscape. The dwelling was constructed in 1970 and the insulation of external walls has a 
maximum value of R-13. The windows are standard single-pane with aluminum frame. The 
average consumption per constructed square foot for the dwelling is 4.26 KWH/ sqft (1.14 less 
than national average), while the average for that street is 7.20 KWH/ sqft (0.6 higher than LVMA 
average). The owners replaced the original roof of the house with a higher insulation roof. Also, 
the original air-conditioning system was replaced for a more efficient one. Further, the owners 
migrate to cooler places for three months in peak summer. The dwelling has further scope of 
reducing its consumption, as its annual gas consumption is 54.2 MBtu: which is 10 MBtu higher 
than the average for that zip code.
The other residence studied is on Clearwater Lake Drive in zip code 89044 (Rypka). The 
residence uses active technologies for energy generation (5 KW Solar electric system), and is 
plugged to Nevada Power’s grid. As a result, the residence gets credits for putting power back 
into the grid in summer, and in winters when sufficient electricity is not generated by the PV array, 
these credits are ‘returned’ by the power company. After accounting for the subsidies given by the 
utility providers to the owner, the average monthly electricity costs for the 2,086 square foot 
residence amounts to $8.40. The residence annually generates 11,500 KWH of electricity and 
uses about 5,704 KWH (calculated from owner’s monthly electricity bills); 32% lower than the
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average for that zip code, and 53% lower than LVMA average. Its average electricity consumption 
per square foot is 2.73 KWH/ sqft, which is 36% lower than the average for that zip code and 59% 
lower than LVMA average. The annual gas consumption of the residence is 30.4 MBtu 
(calculated from owner’s monthly gas bills), while the average annual gas consumption of that zip 
code was calculated to be 24.33 MBtu/ DU. The dwelling is built to Energy-star standards, a 
north-south orientation with most windows facing south. Solar tubes assist in lighting needs, while 
the main living space is given an added thermal mass through ceramic tiles and a concrete slab. 
An organic garden further reduces the embodied energy where the owners grow some of their 
food.
According to the EIA, if all appliances in a home are Energy-star labeled then energy bills can 
go down by as much as 30%. Energy use from lighting (11%, as seen in Fig. 5.1) can be cut 
down to a quarter by replacing incandescent lamps to CFL’s (“Energy Efficiency”). In other words, 
of the 15% annual target reductions, about 7% reductions in the first year can be achieved just by 
switching to CFL’s. There are other advanced measures such as ground-coupled heat pumps 
that are proven to reduce 30-40% of energy consumption of a house. Phase Change Material 
(PCM) insulated external walls boards (15-20% reductions), or electrochromic windows (30-40% 
reductions), to name a few (Kutscher 55-57). However, any reductions beyond the first 15% 
would require a planning of investment versus lifecycle costs, and development of a robust
Fig. 5.1: Breakdown of U.S Residential Building Energy Use for 2005 (Levine et al 11).
11%
29% E Space Healing 
m Cooking 
O Water Heating
■  Lighting 
3% 13 Space Cooling
□  Refrigeration 
11% □  other Uses
11%
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regional and individual scale agenda to deploy these strategies. These are some of the avenues, 
among others, that future research can look into.
Future Research
While this research has endeavored to create a concrete framework of consumption trends, 
energy-size-age relations, and has established quantifiable targets that are needed in light of the 
Kyoto Protocol and the U.S Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement for Las Vegas Metro Area, it 
has also opened doors for potential region-specific studies. Although local consumption patterns 
have been established with a high degree of accuracy,^ there are many unanswered questions as 
to the exact reason for these patterns to be so. The effects of vegetation, orientation, materials, 
urban densities, housing typologies, individual attributes are some of the micro-relations that can 
be explored for any and all of the neighborhoods documented in this research.
It can be hypothesized that positive feedbacks to energy consumption may be aggravated by 
urban heat islands. This relation can be studied by analyzing consumption patterns and micro- 
climatic conditions. Local weather stations monitor daily average temperatures and humidity at 
numerous locations in LVMA and maintain annual records of the data. This data can be tapped 
into and overlaid with the maps produced in this study to analyze urban heat islands and offer 
clues for successful urban planning strategies.
Another significant challenge that Las Vegas Metro Area faces is water scarcity. The average 
annual residential use in Nevada stands at 200 gpcd (gallons per person per day), of which more 
than 50% is for outdoor use (“Estimated Residential Water Use in Nevada”). While xeriscaping for 
exterior landscape is commonly considered one of the most effective measures to reduce 
residential consumption in the region, one may argue that this effort could aggravate urban heat 
islands. This in turn may increase cooling loads in buildings and perhaps require more water to 
be used at the power plant than would have been used for exterior evaporative cooling. In a 2001 
study done by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, it was found that 5-10% of the urban 
electricity demand spent to cool buildings was just to compensate for the increased 0.5-3°C in
® Due to limitations of time, this study was unable attempt a statistical analysis of the findings so 
as to establish the level of accuracy of the final results, ascertain percentage error, distinguish 
between correlation and causation, make further predictions based on known relationships and 
detect misleading results. Such analyses is suggested for future studies.
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urban temperatures (Akbari et al 295).These are some potential areas of research that can 
continue forward the work done in this study.
Lastly, although residential energy consumption and resultant CO2 emissions have been 
mapped in this study, they do not include emissions from the commercial sector, transportation 
sector, or due to the embodied energy of buildings. If such data, along with consumption data for 
water can be collected from relevant sources and combined with the findings of this study, then 
one will begin to visualize the residential consumption picture, along with a complete ecological 
footprint of the valley. Baselining this footprint would be a huge step in inter-linking the various 
resource-supplies that are intrinsic to long-term survival in the valley, and open opportunities for 
holistic planning and sustainable growth that can proudly usher Las Vegas Metropolitan Area into 
the next century.
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APPENDIX 1.1
U.S. MAYORS CLIMATE PROTECTION AGREEMENT 
(Mayors Climate Protection Center)
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The U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement
(As endorsed by the 73'“ Annual U.S. Conference of Mayors meeting, Chicago, 2005)
A. We urge the federal government and state governments to enact policies and programs 
to meet or beat the target of reducing global warming pollution levels to 7 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2012. Including efforts to: reduce the United States' dependence
on fossil fuels and accelerate the development of clean, economical energy resources 
and fuel-efficient technologies such as conservation, methane recovery for energy 
generation, waste to energy, wind and solar energy, fuel cells, efficient motor vehicles, 
and biofuels;
B. We urge the U.S. Congress to pass bipartisan greenhouse gas reduction legislation that 
1) Includes clear timetables and emissions limits and 2| a flexible, market-based system 
of tradable allowances among emitting Industries; and
C. We will strive to meet or exceed Kyoto Protocol targets for reducing global warming
pollution by taking actions in our own operations and communities such as:
1. Inventory global warming emissions in City operations and in the community, 
set reduction targets and create an action plan.
2. Adopt and enforce land-use policies that reduce sprawl, preserve open space, 
and create compact, walkable urban communities;
3. Promote transportation options such as bicycle trails, commute trip reduction 
programs. Incentives for car pooling and public transit;
4. Increase the use of clean, alternative energy by, for example. Investing In 
"green tags", advocating for the development of renewable energy resources, 
recovering landfill methane for energy production, and supporting the use of 
waste to energy technology;
5. Make energy efficiency a priority through building code Improvements, 
retrofitting city facilities with energy efficient lighting arrd urging employees to 
conserve energy and save money;
5 Purchase only Energy Star equipment and appliances for City use;
7. Practice and promote sustainable building practices using the U.S. Green 
Building Council's LEED program or a similar system;
8. Increase the average fuel efficiency of municipal fleet vehicles; reduce the 
number of vehicles; launch an employee education program including anti­
idling messages; convert diesel vehicles to bio-diesel;
9. Evaluate opportunities to increase pump efficiency in water and wastewater 
systems; recover wastewater treatment methane for energy production;
10. Increase recycling rates In City operations and in the community;
11. Maintain healthy urban forests; promote tree planting to Increase shading 
and to absorb €02; and
12. Help educate the public, schools, other jurisdictions, professional associations, 
business and industry about reducing global warming pollution.
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APPENDIX 2.1
CARBON CYCLE 
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APPENDIX 2.2
NATURAL AND ANTHROPOGENIC TEMPERATURE CHANGES 
(Houghton et al, Climate Change 2001 58).
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APPENDIX 2.3
GREENHOUSE GASES, THEIR ATMOSPHERIC LIFETIME 
AND GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIAL (Biasing and Smith).
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APPENDIX 2.4
ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT PER PERSON BY COUNTRY 
(“Living Planet Report 2006” 14)
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APPENDIX 2.5
ABSTRACTS OF OTHER CARBON-COUNTING STUDIES
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The Feasibility of the Solar City Approach to Achieving Renewable Energy Generation and 
Carbon Emission Targets from the Domestic Sector -  A Case Study of Dundee, Scotland
(Morrison iii).
Abstract
Cities use energy at a rate disproportionate to their ability to generate energy. The generation 
of that energy is rareiy iocated within the boundaries of the cities themselves. The development of 
large scale renewable energy generation capacity in the UK from sources such as on and 
offshore wind, hydro, tidal and wave, also do not lend themselves naturally to urban environments 
-  due to the location of the “best” resources in largely remote geographies. Certain renewable 
energy technologies however do have scope to be iocated cioser to the end user, particuiarly in 
terms of buiiding and community scale technologies. The concept of the “Solar City”, where the 
term soiar refers to ail forms of renewable energy, offers an approach to reducing the energy 
demand placed on national energy budgets through local generation. This thesis considers 
whether or not iocal renewable energy generation, in urban environments is necessary and 
indeed possibie, with a particular focus on the role of solar technologies in the domestic buiiding 
sector. A detailed case study of the city of Dundee on Scotland’s east coast will explore issues 
surrounding the practicai application of the theory of the Solar City concept, it will conclude by 
examining the relative merits of urban based renewabie energy generation within the framework 
of achieving nationai and internationai targets for greenhouse gas emissions and renewabie 
energy generation.
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Carbon Emission Reduction Pianning for Cities:
Developing a Climate Change Action Pian for the City of Oxford, UK (Gupta).
Abstract
This paper describes the approach of carbon emission reduction pianning for cities, and how 
it has been applied in Oxford (UK) by deveioping an action-oriented Oxford Climate Change 
Action Pian (OCCAP). A citywide carbon emission reduction planning strategy invoives: 
assessing baseline (existing) C02 emissions from cities, establishing ambitious (and realistic) 
citywide C02 emission reduction targets, identifying robust actions to achieve those targets, 
developing incentives and programmes for implementing the actions, and finally monitoring and 
verifying the reductions achieved. The OCCAP constructs an accurate C02 emissions inventory 
for Oxford city for a baseiine year, estabiishes C02 emissions reduction targets and proposes 
action for each of the energy-reiated sectors to meet those targets. The OCCAP is now being 
implemented by the Oxford City Council, and therefore provides a useful example for other cities 
in their endeavour for emission reductions.
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strategic Survey of Housing Stock, Energy Consumption 
and Carbon Emission Implications (Alcantar-Sanchez et al 1 ).
Abstract
Global warming is one of the greatest threats facing mankind and one of the larger 
contributors to this is the carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emitted as a result of energy use in the domestic 
sector, particuiarly in the developed countries. In order to reduce these impacts it is important to 
determine reiiable baseiine information against which improvements may be measured. Locai 
energy surveys in the UK provide some information, but these are directed primariiy at houses 
owned by, or formerly owned by. Local Authorities. They often inciude basic estimates of 
parameters such as the Standard Assessment Procedure Rating and Carbon index (Cl). 
However, several simplifying assumption must be made. The focus of this project is to extend the 
coverage to inciude other housing categories inciuding those which are privateiy owned, and to 
improve the precision of the existing data. The procedures under development include GIS 
methods to identify floor areas of individual houses combined with iocai fieldwork using photos to 
estimate window areas, and sociai survey questionnaires to ascertain attitudes to energy 
consumption.
The main fieidwork area is currently in south Norwich and was chosen as there is a 
significant range of property types from iocal authority housing to areas of individuai privateiy 
owned houses. Where availabie, the study will incorporate the reievant housing condition survey 
information and this is being supplemented by national statistics and questionnaire surveys in the 
study area. The project requires the development of new computer models and algorithms which 
incorporate not oniy the physical condition, but also social behavioural aspects which affect 
energy consumption and the consequentiai carbon dioxide emissions. Finaily, the model will 
provide a robust tooi for planners and local authorities in the area to support decisions, report, 
monitor and improve the energy efficiency of both public and private housing sectors. Though the 
techniques are being developed in a specific area of Norwich, the methods shouid be sufficiently 
robust for them to be used in other areas within the UK. In addition, they should allow the
253
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changes over the time to be visualised and provide a means to explore the most effective ways to 
reduce carbon emissions.
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APPENDIX 3.1
LVMA 2002 AND 2005 ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION (Neuweiler)
Zip
Code
2002
Consumption
2005
Consumption
Zip
Code
2002
Consumption
2005
Consumption
(KWH) (KWH) (KWH) (KWH)
89002 35,759.00 37,576.00 89119 231,848,077 04 212,642,371.81
89004 1.695,736.96 1,789,631.67 89120 144,476,944.44 148,414,883.13
89005 189,648.10 156,616.00 89121 343,600,169.09 330.739.419 86
89011 9,522,475.72 14,011,426.95 89122 136,798,848.65 158,336,751.75
89012 138,116,387.55 165,862,265,31 89123 319,715,703.81 392,858,117.06
89014 216,673,130.57 222,150,047.70 89124 8,893,462.45 12.349,201 06
89015 347,704,700.02 414,531,862.26 89125 na 271.947.00
89018 6,220,769.76 5,880,388.00 89126 20,945.00 58.651.00
89019 4,661,023.77 1,446,250.43 1 89128 202,791,204.11 197,491.551.08
89030 185,719,190.94 181,122,955.46 89129 197,564,728.08 249,894,654.15
89031 183,648,956.85 264,513,986.13 89130 146,555,911.13 163,426,031.26
89032 137,834,159.31 152,951,844.41 89131 117,177,092.05 206,853,222.75
89039 1,378,608.33 1,289,392.00 89134 172,756,862.51 173,994,319.36
89044 2.522,251.22 14,931,262.89 1 89135 78,776,620.29 124,418,392.47
: 89046 5,420,512.03 4.736,196.20 i 89138 5,649,516.91 44,612,638.82
89052 209,869,879.29 281,499,372.94 89139 37,704,961.26 101,188,621.11
89074 282,375,011.75 285,755,375.52 89141 43,894,023.93 114,895,191.46
89081 14,188,873.17 31,651,955.56 89142 113,865,236.00 123,965,083.31
89084 5,779,332.33 58,234,984.00 89143 33,362,041.17 56,207,357.28
89085 na 1,692,721.00 89144 110,536,261.74 113,849,060.89
89086 181,069.00 13,928,056.00 89145 130,457,261.96 129,649,334.35
1 89101 171,476,492.66 156,096,741.02 1 89146 115,704,461.06 113,272,575.11
89102 180,372,900.81 171,637,221.51 i 89147 203,581,480.02 214,171,394.79
89103 227,150,808.09 215,385,209.38 89148 53,825,380.08 129,774,584.35
89104 204,046,172.82 187,014,513.07 89149 91,240,852.90 141,310,425.41
89106 116,676,367.34 114,059,958.68 89151 29,849.00 131,915.00
89107 204,443,968.61 194,448,694.12 89156 111,816,170.57 111,681,093 80
89108 316,568,586.06 314,207,507.60 89166 na 2,375,615 00
89109 203,372,819.09 169,707,624.68 89178 1,708,417.67 16,379,039.00 1
89110 290,237,216.31 290,595,732.12 I 89179 na 21,378.00
89113 78,829,229.34 111,970,106.22 1
89115 174,362,054.87 177,336,252.91
89117 331,496,244.66 343,563,247.96
89118 89,213,550.00 109,286,958.94
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APPENDIX 3.2
ORIGINAL BOUNDARY DEFINITIONS: LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN AREA 
(“Las Vegas Metro Zip Codes”)
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REDEFINED BOUNDARY DEFINITIONS FOR THIS STUDY
City of Henderson
89002
89011
89012
89014
89015
City of North Las Vegas
89030
89031
89032
89081
89044
89052
89074
89084
89085
89086
89115
incorporated Clark County
89103
89109
89113
89118
89119
89120
89121
89122
89123 
89135
89139
89141
89142
89147
89148
89178
89179
89156
City of Las Vegas
89101
89102
89104
89106
89107
89108
89110
89117
89128
89129
89130
89131
89134
89138
89143
89144
89145
89146
89149
89166
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APPENDIX 3.3
ESTIMATING MINIMUM CUT-OFF FOR ANNUAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION 
Living conditions assumed: Single-occupancy studio apartment used like a transient housing 
by a full-time employed (8-hour per day) occupant living frugally.
Appliance Usage/ day (KWH) 
(kW X  No. of hours)
Number of days used 
in a year
Annual Usage (KWH)
Incandescent lamp ( 1 ) 0 . 0 6  X  5-* 3 6 5 1 0 9 . 5 0
Incandescent lamp ( 2 ) 0  0 4  X  0 . 2 5 ® 3 6 5 3 . 6 5
Ceiling Fan 0 065x13* 1 8 4 1 5 5 . 4 8
Microwave 2 . 3 x 0 . 0 8  =  0 . 1 8 2 1 0 3 7 . 8 0
Total 3 0 6 . 4 3  
= (approx. 3 0 0 )
As shown above, the minimum possible annual consumption for a dwelling- occupied year 
round- cannot be below 300 KWH. Thus, a 300 KWH cut-off was assumed and any consumption 
records in the utility provider’s database with a value less than 300 KWH were excluded from 
calculations.
Assuming a 60 Watt bulb in the living/sleeping space being used for 5 hours everyday (say, 6 
am to 7 am, and 6 pm to 11 pm, for 365 days annually).
® Assuming a 40 Watt bulb in the bathroom being used for 15 minutes everyday, for 365 days 
annually.
® Assuming the residence does not have central air-conditioning (such as a trailer), with only 
ceiling fan for cooling, and operated for 13 hours everyday (say, 6 pm to 7 am. May through 
October).
 ^Assuming a small 230 Watt microwave used for 5 minutes everyday, except on Fridays, 
Saturdays and Sundays.
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APPENDIX 3.4
1990 NET DELIVERED ELECTRICITY TO LAS VEGAS METRO AREA
S u b je c t :  1 99 0  R e s id e n tia l Energy C o n s u m p tio n  fo r  Las V eg a s  M e tro  A rea  
D a te :  T u e , 17 Ju l 2 0 0 7  1 5 :0 9 :1 0  -0 7 0 0
F r o m :  "N e u v /e l le r ,  K a re n * ’ < K N e u v je ile r . 'g :S P P C .c o m >  A d d  to  A d d re s s  B o o k  @ A d d  M o b ile  A le r t
To: v/adhwaa@unlvm«vadB,edu
CC: "D e g n . D e b b y " < D D egn@ S P P C .com >, "S h e lto n , C a ry" <C S he lton@ S P P C -com >
Abhilasha.
I  am wTidng in response to your request for TXeyada Pmrer Con^a:y Residential usage data for iqqo for 
City of Las \'egas . City of North L%s V e g ^ . City of Heixierson. and incorporated Oark Cpimty only.
Number of customers: 301,582 as of 12-31-ço.
1990 Residential AlWh: 3,868,458
Please let me know if you have any questions or need addition2il data.
Karen
K*REII WEUM&m I SEWM A'v^ LYST, L51C RKM Rh 
SIERRA PACfIC POWER COMPANY I NEVADA POWB COMPANY
PO.Bex 1010c Reio,NEVADA ........................................
O L  Ç Ç W K Ç  '  r  ( 7 7 5 )^ 3 3 W W  
E: MiewNell*f@:|RK.ciNN
Average annual electricity consumption of LVMA dwellings in 1990 calculated from the above 
data as:
‘1990 Residential MWH’ divided by ‘Number of customers.’
= 3,868,458/301,582 
= 12.827 MWH
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APPENDIX 4.1
AVERAGE SIZE OF DWELLING UNITS AS A FUNCTION OF AGE.
Age Henderson North Las Vegas City of Las Vegas Incorporated 
Clark County
Las Vegas 
Metro Area
upto 1949 1056 864 1203 1247 1138
1950-59 1302 1176 1391 1609 1342
1960-69 1461 1228 1557 1616 1521
1970-79 1590 1259 1641 1667 1616
1980-84 1541 1259 1581 1675 1554
1985-89 1873 1494 1835 1771 1811
1990-95 2061 1604 1952 1946 1917
1996-00 2077 1592 2121 2029 2017
2001 2317 1726 2448 2135 2182
2002 2368 1808 2450 2200 2246
2003 2261 1847 2474 2143 2198
2004 2238 1924 2340 2053 2133
2005 2243 2153 2460 2019 2181
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APPENDIX 4.2
COMPARISON OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND MEDIAN INCOME BY ZIP CODE
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Energy Consumption per dwelling unit.
(Million Btu) 
100-170
I  ^* I 60 - 80 
I 140 - 60 
I I No data
Median Household Income ("Zip Code Profiles” , Las Vegas Perspective 2005).
■  $75.000+
■  $50,000 -  74.999 
H  $35.000 -  49.999 
B  $25.000 -  34.999 
O  $18.000 -  24.999 
□  No Information
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